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Statement of otiginality

This work contains no material which has been accepted fot the award of any othet

degree ot diploma in any university ot other tettiary institution and, to the best of my

knowledge and belief, contains no material previously published ot wtitten by anothet

person, except whete reference has been made in the text'

I grve consent to this copy of my thesis, when deposited in the Univetsity Libtary,being

mzde avø¡fable fot loan and photocopying, subject to the ptovisions of the Copytight

Act 1968.
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Absttact

Two teenage newcomets to the Scottish Botdets unleash an unearthly power when they

unwittingty ïemove one of a gtoup of wooden horsemen from zn ancient site known as

Sleepets Spinney. Containing the ttapped spirits of Iting Arthur and his men, the

carvings have been maglcally held in check since the Dark Ages by an ancient line of

I(eepers. \X/ith the I(eepers prepared to stop at nothing to recover what has been stolen,

a fragle and attimes troubled friendship grows between the two youngsters as they ate

drawn into a patallel wodd of rnyth, magic and the supernatural. Â¡thut is ¿v¡2þç-2¡¡d

he is no venerable, gtey-bearded I(ng come back to save The Isles.

The Stone Crown is, in part, a contemporaty rewotking of the A.rthudan legend. \MhIe

the novel includes the stock figutes of Metlin, Arthw, Modted and Nimuë, they ate

presented more as flawed chatactets caught up in the pov/er sttuggles of the time rathet

than heroic figures, thus anchodng the histodcal and fantasy elements within the story

of two young people tryirg to deal with theit tespecdve pasts. The novel explores a

vattety of young-adult themes, including guilt, madness, teenage osttacism and

loneliness, absentee Parents, migtants and child-soldiery.

Accompanyin gThe Stone Crown is an exegesis entitled qWrestling I(nowledge of Anothet

I{nd: Memory, Myth and the Exegetical Ptocess', in which I teflect on how creativity

can be affected by the exegetical process. In paticulat I look at the diffetence between a

post-publication exegesis and one penned mid-novel and how the unconscious drivets

that inform atistic themes, often to the bevrildelment of thert crea;tor, cannot

necessarily be analysed, reduced or slavishly deconsttucted to fit a set of theotetical

maps or models. \)Øhile acknowledging the mid-novel exegesis may suit some writets, I

investigate how the need to wotk cteatively often involves a delicate balance between

raionalthought and the unconscious, a process fhat can be thtown into a state of

disequilibdum by the exegetical act itself.



Foreword

'There is no inbuilt reason why it should be possible to
talk about afl 

^rtbecause 
you can ptactice it.'

\)Øilliam Goldng A Mouing TargtÍ, 125



My fust rtther shaþ understanding of the power of myth and its mag¡cal intelweavtng

with fantasy came at about the age of six. Befote that I had, like most children, simply

been immersed in those wodds. I remember the incident rathet ashamedly: the

disclosure to a child younger than myself that Fathet Christmas wâs an adult invention.

Tears ensued: fust the boy's and then, once my mothet tealised what I was up to, mine.

It was, I believe, my first inkling of the power of the adult rational wotld when it

collides with the symbolic, the mythic and the legendaty.

In my innocent attempt at deconstructing a populâr myth, I was modellitg -y fathet,

behaving as he often did uritlain ow family and pooh-poohing anything that did not fall

within the borders of the knowable worid. My fathet was a black and white m^n; 
^

convinced sceptic, unlike my mothef, who, with het rü/eish-Gteek blood, was highly

superstitious. Parallel wodds did not featute 
^s P^tt of mealtime conversation. In my

fathet's words myth, magic and the supefnatufal wete, aftet they were laughed

backwards out of the room, best not meddled with. He saw such things as logic,

rationality and scepticism as his patental tesponsibility; he was doing his childten a

service, getting them up to speed with the real wotld'

At the time of my six-year-old foray into myth-wrecking I was negotiatìng that

uncomfortable structure which most of us cross sooner-ot-latet: the teality bridge. I

journeyed, as most children do, back and fotth as it suited. Fantasy is still a tefuge (even
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the most realist novel is fantasy), one which allows me to indulge in the 'willing

suspension of belief'(169). I am inten4onaþ misquoting Coleridge because in ordet to

have disbelief one must first have beliefs, those often tacit assumptions that help

determine the architecture and landscape of a fictional wotld and which are not always

anchored quite as solidly in 'reality' and the conscious mind as we would like to think.

Most attistic endeavour is fraught with difficulty, along with a sttong, some would

say egotistical, belief both in the value of the story one is telling and in the desire to tell

it. The construction and pertutbation of such belief is the subiect of this exegesis,

because inner time, fantasy and the unconscious work to their own mystedous

schedules, refusing to submit to mere anaþsis and cataloguing. It is this intetsectron of

the rational and the unconscious, and how theit collision affected both the novels

progress and the writing of this essay, that inttþes me. For, as John Fowles suggests in

his essay The Tree,when we enter in any story, eithet as writer ot readet, we enter into a

wood of words (58-59). It is a journey I should like to undertake with my fathet. The

meaning of my italics will become cleat latet'
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Introduction:

A Wood of Words

'She said, 'You hear diffrent things in all them way back storys but it dont make no

diffrents. Mostly they aint strait storys any how. \)ühat they ate is difftent ways of telling
what happent." '

Russell Hoban Nddlry lVa/þ'er,t9



Creativity rarcly runs a straight llne. It is not without its lacunae, its stops and statts.

Breaks in the writing process are often required simply to allow time fot other avenues

to surface ftom the conscious and unconscious tealms. Given that this novel was

written ln at academic setting, with all its sttictutes, and whle on a scholarship, by

necessity such breaks could hardly be þoted and so wete used at various points to

move the exegesis forward. Rgughly atound the time dtaft four of the novel was being

completed, the two manuscripts,l particulady the thinking and analyttcal ptocesses

needed to kick-start the exegesis, began to develop in parallel. I would like to have kept

them separate in the neat mathemattcal sense of the word. However, as the title suggests

this was not an easy or entirely predictable process, for once the novel's thematic

corlceïns began to infiltrate the exegesis the two could no longet be held at a distance.

Aspects of my relationship with my father, no longer an unconscious thematic, had

begun to flex their muscles, and fot a wdtet such as myself, who operates more out of

an intuitive, feeling spâce, one in which emotion rathet than intellect is the ddving

force, this posed diffrculties'

There is a distinct difference between a post-publication exegesis and one penned

mid-novel, not the least of which being how such â comfnentary might interfere with

1 At this point the exegesis could hatdly be called a manuscript; it was mote a loose

collection of thoughts and ideas in note form that was yet to be organised into a

coherent shape or form'
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the creative processes and fictive landscape of the novel. During the writing of The Stone

Crown,I found that the methodologies I needed to access whle engaging with the

exegesis-analyttcalthinking, criticai evaluation of matetial, mote traditional reseatch

practices and avenues, and scholatly prose-u/ere to a cettain extent counterproductive

and even antagonistic to the progtess of the novel, which was still very much in draft

form.

\X/ith the above in mind, this essay seeks to investigate the following. Ffustly, how the

unconscious ddvets that impregnate and inform atistic themes, often to the

bewilderment of their creator, can, when ovet-anaþsed in a reductive serlse' wedge

themselves between the writer and his or her work. In tandem with this, I explore how

my family history and mythos, ofl.ce consciously called into question by the exegesis,

collided with the mythic figure of Atthur and repositioned my father as the centtal figute

in the novel, something which I had been circLng orl an unconscious level. Threaded

through all this, and to 
^ 

greart extent tying it togethet, ate John Fowles's eloquent essay

The Tree,in which he links the ttaditional Eutopean symbol of the 'gteen man' to the

unconscious processes involved in creativity, and r\lan Garner's collection of essays and

talks on the wdting process entitled The Voice That Thanders.

In talking about exegetical interference in the artistic process it seems wise to outline

my approach to the teffi 'unconscious'. It is not the aim of this essay to offer a

comptehensive investigation of the creative process using the psychoanalytical

frameworks developed by Freud, Jung,Lzcan, I(risteva, and other theotists of the

unconscious. Such an undertaking is beyond the scope of this essay. Mote importantÌy, if

this exegesis is to be a useful record of the processes I underwent duting my candidature,

my persoûal framework of beliefs provides â more appropriate depatture point than the

almost limitless theoretical backdrop that is 20th century psychoanaþtical thinking. My
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use of the term 'unconscious', thetefote, is largely empirical, teferring to elements ln my

work ot undetþing my process of which I was not, at first, fully awate.

Nor does this essay intend to give a comptehensive overview of Arthudan soutces.

Thete are a number of reasons for this. In terms of the sheer volume of material found

under the rubric of Arthuriana, as authots Nastali and Boatdman indicate nThe Arthurian

Anna/s,where they have garnered a bibliogtaphy of 'mote than 11,000 Atthurian wotks'

(xi), such a project would be outside the patameters of this essay. Also, with the bulk of

the novels action taking place in the ptesent,The Slone Crown is a contempotary novel that

uses a reworking of the Arthurian legend âs â platfom ftom which to discuss its young-

adult themes of guilt, madness, ostracism, loneliness, and abuse. The final and pethaps

most important reason for my selective coverage of both the Mattet of Britain and mote

contemporary re-tellings involving I{rg,\rthur is a strong belief that it is unnecessary for

a wdter to be an expert in any of these fi.elds in order to ptoduce a young-adult novel or,

fot thzt mattef , to comment on the process of production; âs such, I did not immetse

myself in any of the more predictable source material, teþing rather on childhood

recollections of Arthur, a few half-temembeted plot lines ftom pteviously read novels

þoth adult and chldren's) and my imagination. Instead, I have narowed my focus to

Arthurian re-tellings situated within my chosen sub-gente ef ildigenous fantasy' 2

(Attebery 129-41). Dealing with the broader textual rnaterial of the Matter of Bdtain

rather than being directly about Atthur, Alan Gamet's awatd-winning young-adu1t novel

The Owl Seruice is one of several examples of the sub-genre to which I shall refet.

I found, even quite eady dudng The Stone Crown's production, that Gatner's

uncomptomising ptose style, his propensity towards the numinous and the m¡hic, and

the quality of his writing as displayed n Tþe Owl Service, were â constant inspirational and

qualitative set of reference points . Later, as the exegesis unfolded and then collided with

7
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my novel, I discovere d The Voice That Thønder¡ which, hke The Tree,lnzd a ptofound

resonance for me. Like Âlan Garner, I believe that it is not enough to take the teenage

reader on a meaningful journe!, rzthet an author's pttrnary duty is to produce work that

not only lays 'claim to excellence' but which is 'dangerous' (Voice 84l'135).,\nd if

adolescence is a dangerous, unsettled time, as it is f.ot many teenagers, then sruely

literature's job is not to shut that danger away. Garcrer suggests this can be done only by

the authot puttiflg het or himself at 'risk' and by speaking the 'ftuth':

if you see in my wotk things tha;t are dangetous, they may well be there' Books ate

the most powerful means I know fot the exptession of truth and of lie, the most

consúuctive, and the most destructive, ptoduct of the human mind. (135)

To my mind it seems appropriate that as a wdter fot the young-adult matket I should

approach some of the blank areâs on the map of self and engage with whatever 'truths' I

ulcover. However, in doing so, what is btought back and appeats as black marks on

paper cannot always be understood ot known in the way tbat the academy seeks

knowledge. John Fowles suggests that'ft]nowing everything about a highly subjective

art' might be 'a fearsome handicap', while 'the instinctive and the only half conscious" a

soft 'of knowing of one's own junktoom' might be of 'gteat benefit to a maker of

fiction' (Fowles LY/orm ho /es, 44).

There are, 
^s 

Fowles suggests, othet ways of knowing, and as the novel took shape I

found myself, albeit unconsciously at fust, moving away from the legendary Atthur, the

traditional hero-king who Alan Garner points to in this desctiption of his chïdhood:

They said of him, half (yet only half) in iest, that, since he was waiting to dde out

when England should be "in direst periT', and, "in abatffe thrice lost, thtice won,

drive the enemy into the sea", it was about time fot him to be doing. It showed

me at an early age the enduring Porü/ef of m¡h. In 7940 it was something the

village turned to setiously. (Voice 18)
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There was something inherently consewative, perhaps within children themselves-

certainly around the idea of Britain being saved by a Sleeping Iing-that I did not wish

to regurgitate: the notion of the parent plucking the child from the jaws of disastet.

Ârthur the boy interested me. IùØhat had tumed him into a'warlotd', the Dux Bellotum,

^ 
m^r:who the proto-histodan Nennius says slew 'nine hundted and sixty men in one

onset'at the Battle of Badon Hill flX/ade-Evans 75)?

\Øhile I was aware of the flexibility of this patticular legend, it was sheeted home by

children's author \William Mayne, when he says that one of his pleasures regardrng the

Arthut story'is the formless speculation one is allowed to have when consideflng the

Matter of Bdtain' (lVluyr" in Thomps on 1,-2).3 On teading this, I came to see that it was

precisely my desire to re-write Arthut, to place him in the more histodcally accutate Dark

Ages, which fuelied the genesis of The Stone Crown at an intellectual level. On an emotional

level something entitely different was going on. I had embarked upon â rewdtìng of my

father,because, as William Mayne also suggests, during the Dark Ages, 'Britain was like

Lebanon' and 'ruled by various militias' (2), two descriptions that could have been applied

in equal measure to my home-life as a child. Given thatThe Stone Crown deals with fathet-

son, and to a lesser extent mother-daughter relationships, it seems apptopriate to futnish

a potted time-line of my telationship with my fathet.

He was forty when I was born in 1948. Ftom the age of about nine onwalds his

drink-fuelled mood swings added to m ilrea;dy fraglle desite for a famiTy miracle. Things

went downhill dudng the tumultuous teenage yeals. r\t nineteen, I left home. Spotadic

contact followed until, at age twenty-fout, I went overseas. Lettet wtiting improved our

relationship almost as much as my entty into adulthood. Three years before my father's

death,I took my fam)Iy to Britain and Greece. ìØe disembarked froma thirty-hout

flight, endured Customs and Immigtation, collected out hire ca4and dtove actoss

9
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London in the rain-swept darkness to \üoking, a towri I had nevet visited-a journey

that entailed multiple backtrackings and stops to ask direction5-fs1 ãpre t^rrged visit

to my fathe1who tetained his keen intellect and formidable memory until he died. On

our arival at the home, a. staff membet went to collect him from the television room.

FIis response when confronted by us went something along these lines: 'I thought you

were coming Monday, son? Dad's ArrtJt's ofl now. Come back Monday. \We'll have a

nice chat then.' Our ptoposed two-hout visit, to which my fathet had agteed by phone,

lasted less than ten minutes. My partner and son wete dumbsttuck. It was to be a

fotnight before our itinerary allowed us time to visit. I had fallen into a cornmorr

enough ttap, that of believing a rose-tinted version of our family mythos ovet afid above

hard facts: at eighty-seven my fzr}'er was unlikely to change'

Writing, particularly this more tealist brand of fantasy, ptovided an intetsection

between personal and public mythologies. But, once I began to engâge setiously with

the exegesis, there c me a point where the unconscious drivets that I had so clevedy

avoided surfaced. It became clear that the charactets of Atthut and Medin, together

with the other male charactets, stood in nicely for my absent father, and were

inextricably bound, in alx.ge pârt unconsciously, with my chjldhood. Unlike legendary

heroes, dead patents do not fetufn to apologise ot make amends. ÏØhile this was

something I was consciously aw^te of, chatactets in novels are not always dtawn literally

by their cÍeators. Rather they can wotk on an intuitive and unconsciously metaphorical

level that imparts a necessafy enefgy to the wdting pfocess, as Di,anna Wynne Jones

suggests when she says she is:

awed and amazed that people are finding things that I didn't know wete in there

... ["r] ..,only at such a subconscious level that I didn'tteaßze until these atticles

pointed them out. @utler 172)
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David Malouf descdbes such unconscious processes as an emPtying of 'conscious

knowledge':

the trick of falling into dreaming ... in which the mind ... is fiee to explote

knowledge of anothet kind altogether . . . where memofy seems patticulady open

and fluid, where one is especially sensitive to the emotional charge that is catÀed

by events, words and images; and it is precisely this emotional chatge . . . that

makes these memodes, usefirl...(qMhat We I(now', n.P.n')

This essay is, in part, an examjnation of Maloufs 'state' and the ineffable and

unapproachable space from which it emanates. It is based on the difference between

v/ords that conjure vivid mental pictutes and those that engage us via mote absttact,

non-visual thinking. As I(evin Btophy suggests:

Much of the debate ovet the presence of creative writing in univetsities has been

connected with conflicts over notions of the authot. In response to these conflicts

I have aimed to show. , , . . .that the author is always a complex social, commercial,

Iinguistic alndhte:uiry constfuct ofTen not and.er the contml of fhe person writingfmy

italics] ... For this teason it is impotatttthat creative writing students remained

informed and engaged urith social-theotetical analyses of literatut e. Q03)

The academic self-exegesis sits uneasily vrithin this divide. It explotes cteativity

through lzttonal and analyical argument. Children's litetatute and fzntasy do not always

slot easily into its templates, nor do their metaphorical, allegoticai and poetic language

and imagery and, mote importantly theit manipulation of time and space, always

support such notions. Brophy's p^ràgraphis not meânt to conjure a seties of vivid

mental pictures: its putpose is altogethet diffetent and therefote does not become a

mind's-eye dteaming in the way that the following passage ftom Gatnet's The Owl .leruice

From the gtass to the scfees and the btacken, and gtass again, ovef the stfeams

they drove him. If he threw stones at them they snatled and were more savage in

does

1.1



their biting. He fan, fell, tan a thousand feet down to the dvet, but they would not
leave him. No men appearcd,but the shouts and whistles wefe close in the

hedgebanks. The dogs walked up the toad, theit steps high and slow, lips arched

red, back, back, to the front ddve-and Iefthim. (1'22)

I(evin Brophy's text is an example of the diffetence between two types of writrng.

He is dealing with abstract, intellectual models. Such notions are 
^t 

a remove from the

personal arrd attimes arduous process of writing fi.cdon, particulatly when the exegetical

act precipitâtes unconscious artistic ddvets into everyday consciousness, fotegtounding

fu-ily patteming and personal psychology in such away that the authot canriot leturn

to a position of unknowing. In this sense, the construct of author that Brophy outlines,

while working perfectly for some writers, may prove a hindrance to a mid-process

creative writer like myself. Paradoxically, fami\alpâtterns ate often the drivets of

creativþ. Ftededck Reiken suggests that:

alJ. xtis derived, at least at fust, ftom thetapeutic need. lWe all have out \ilounds'

and fiction v/riters need to be people whose temperaments lead them to create

stories that in some mysterious . . . and unconscious v/ay are tied to theit private

histories... (42)

The'dogs'passage, taken ftom The Owl Sen¡ice, was not chosen idly. Like n^fry

people I am chiwied and nipped by the unseen and unknown, those half-temembered,

barely visible ghosts th¿t hint 
^tmy 

own and my family's past. \What follows is diffi.cult

as it not only involves my relationship with my fathet and his subsequent death, but also

a loss of a different kind: the delicate balance that is tequired in fiction wdting and how

the unconscious often synchronistically directs and guides the writet in ways that ate not

necessarily appzrrer7t. However, by far the most distutbing element is the disequilibrium

and turbidity caused by the parallel dissection of the main text. I shall call it what it is, a

vivisection, for a novel has a life of its own during its cteation and the writer often falls

12



a 'thousand feet' like Garner's charactet G-yt nThe Owl Service into that space Malouf

describes as 'knowledge of anothet kind altogether.'

1.3



Chapter One:

Landscapes and Beginnings

'I do not plan my fiction anymore than I normally plan woodland walks. . .'

John Fowles Tbe Tree,59



It is to landscape and nature, patticulatly Eutopean woodland, I should like to tum first,

fot whrle nature and its near cousin landscape have always been part of my imaginative

world, dudng my formative adolescent years they were as important as breathing: a

lifeline, an escape, albeit a semi-conscious one. However, as landscape features stongly

ir -y novel as well as being a preoccupation in this exegesis, I should like to tesituate

the term away ftomits usually rather nartow definition and give it a btoadet petsonal

meaning to do with the preoccupations, desires and beliefs that constitute my writing

practice. For me, in terms of wdting fiction, landscape is any space, either external or

internal, pâst or present, real or imagined in which I place myself; one that includes the

unconscious and unknowable as much 
^s ^rty 

conscious appraisal of geogtaphy, people,

ideas, situations and beliefs. Before delving into the more uncortscious aspects of my

wdting process, it seems appropiate to first situate The Stone Crown in telation to othet

Arthudan re-tellings, and secondly to investigate its conscious shaping: questions of why

an Arthurian re-telling and why, at fifty-fout, I chose a gente-based young-adult fantasy

novel?

Brought up after the Second'SØorld Wat, like m^ny of my genetation I was well

^w^ïe 
of Britain's mythical Once and Futute I(ing: so to suggest that I have not been

influenced by the Ârthudan re-tellings would be disingenuous. It is mote a question of

i
,i

t

I
Ð,

fl
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how such influences have insinuated themselves in my consciousness and in what

particulat fashion they have emetged it -y wtiting'

However, there are a number of points hete: firsdy, æ The Artharian Annals point

out, there is the sheer volume of fictional texts that reference Arthura in his many

guises; secondly, that re-tellings of the Mattet of Britain such as Rosemary Sutclifls T/e

Shining Companl and Lioyd Âlexandet's The Book of Three (Tbe Chronicles of Prydain) tefer to

much older texts,s which in turn points up the palimpsestic nâture of all Atthuriana;

lastly, given my choice of sub-genre, Attebery's 'indigenous fantasy', together with my

limited reading in the ar.ea, of Artlruttzna and my reference ln my Introductiofl to an

author's non-expert status, the relevance of such a plethota of contemporary te-tellings

is called into question, especially when they can vary enormously, from telatively

traditional histodcal works (Bernatd Cornwall's The lf,/inter King A Nouel of Arthar: Book I

of The lV/arlord Chronicks) through to sci-fr vadants involving Atlantis (Stephen Lawhead's

Taliesin: The Pendragon Clcle: Book I). Still more tradiuonal sources include MalToty's Morte

DAøhar,whete I sourced the 'Rex Quondam, Rex Fututus'teference, and Tennyson's

Iþlls of the King.

Readers of young-adult fiction in patticulat may recognise Tbe Slone Crown as sitting

alongside such contempor^ry Atthurian te-tellings asDiana\X/ynneJones's Tlte Merlin

Contpirary, The Sqaire's Taleby Gerald Morris, King of Middle Mørclt by I(evin Ctossley-

Holland, Jane Yolen's The Sword of the Nghtføl King A Nouel of KingArthur, Lisa Anne

Sandells Songof the Spanow,to name but a few, as well as classics such as T' H. \Øhite's

Tbe Sword. in the Stone and Sutcliff s The Sword at Sunset.6 Indeed, any reader of The Stone

Crown or of this exegesis will be able situate both the novel and the exegetical discussion

o 
The Arthurion Annals do not cover academtc Atthurian scholatship, which has its own

extensive bibliogtaphy and which theAnnals ate intended to complement.
- lnelr provenance is respectively the old-Welsh epic poem Y Goddodin, the fust text to

mention Arthur, and Tlte Møbinogion,perhaps the oldest source of Arthutian matedal.
u This handful of contemporary titles is a mete fraciron of books published on Arthur.
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within any number of Arthuian re-tellings, and in this btoader sense my novel can be

placed in a constantly changing Arthudan landscape. Therefote, with this impossibly

large number of titles, I will focus in this exegesis on those books that deal directly with

the Matter of Bdtain, in whatevet shape their authots have chosen, as being mote

closely telated to my novel.

I must fetufn now to landscape once again. \Øhile some authots have chosen

alternative locations, most tend to situate their te-tellings within the wild landscapes of

Bdtain: rùØales, England þaticulady Cornwall ot the North), and sometimes Scodand.

Landscapes, howevef, change ovet time. But this is also a two-way Pfocess, as

perceptions of past landscapes, those sufficiently distant to be pte-realist painting and

pte-photogr 
^phy, 

carL become contaminated by a wtitet's imagination, and so, as I

sought a location for the novel, shying away from Cotnwall and vadous other English

localities, I found myself retreating ftom a more traditional tendeting of the Ârthudan

landscape, both geograpbicaland histotical. My subsequent encounter with l(evin

Crossley-Holland's Arthør: The Seeingstone znd Robett Leeson's The Songof Arthur-both

read during the thfud draft of The Stone Crown-only sttengthened my intention of

producing a much darker, more personal vision of an Arthut linked to contemporary

Britain, one, which unlike these titles, placed him squarely within the 'indigenous

fantasy'mould.

Among those contempon^ry Arthurian re-tellings that have influenced me ate Susan

Cooper's The Dar,þ is Rìsing Sequence, AIan Gatner's The ll/eirdslone of Brisinganen and The

Moon of Gonrath, and\Øilliam Mayne's Earthfasts. \)Øhïe all fout ate wondetfirl books,

their combined influence has been to point me in the opposite ditection: Cooper,

because I wished to avoid a series of linked titles (the ttilogy so corffnon to the gente)

and her almost Blytonesque'gangof four' protâgonists; Galnet, because these two pte-

Owl Seruice titles do not compare with the mythic complexity and subtly of his latet
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publications; and Mayne, because of his tathet out-of-date syntax and his somewhat

imptessionistic dialogue. However, as a kind of unconscious mix, they wete certainly

hghly influential in providing points of depattute, patticularly as, like The Stone Crown, al).

fout titles use ritual objects (in the Hitchcockian sense of a 'McGuffin) on which to

centte the plot.

Before I move on, The Owl Sentice deserves more coverage; not only because of its

akeady mentioned artistic influence on me, but because while it does not fit neatly into

the mould of Arthurian teworkings it talks back to pethaps one of the oldest known

Arthurian sources. In writing The Owl Sentice Garner. dtew upon the Mabinogion-a

collection of Welsh myths that deal in part with Arthut and the Matter of Bdtain-ftom

which he took the hero LIeu Llaw Gyffes. Brian Attebery succinctly describes the

novel's mythic heritage:

Lleu, whose mother has cursed him so that he cafl m^lry neithet mortal womari

nor goddess, is given a bdde made of flowers by the wtaard Gwydion. The

beautifi¡l Blodeuwedd, though, bettays het husband with a neighbour, Gtonw
Pebyr, and with him she plots Lleu's death. Rescued by Gwydion, Lleu kills

Gronw, and Blodeuwedd is transformed into an owl. Theit story of love, betrayal,

mufdef, and metamoqphosis impinges on the ptesent-day nauzttve when A.lison

finds a set of plates, the owl sewice of the title, with a floral desþ that can be

rcarrangedto form owl faces. (82)

The similarities be¡¡¡een Garner's novel and my own are obvious: transfotmation by

maglc,the gteen wodd, and ritual objects that hold devastating Power. The Owl Seruice

has been influential in shaping my undetstanding of young-adult fiction, both

thematicaþ and, with its uncompromising apptoach to children's literature, in going

beyond the merely formulaic, for Garnet,like his contempofary, \Tilliam Mayne, 'has a

reputation, not wholly unearned, for difficulty, for [addtessing] the firll tange of human

concerns, and any simplicity in theit sttategies for doing so is deceptive' (Clute 387).

i
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The actual unconscious centrality of Arthut as I chose to wdte him, not as the Once

and Future I(ng but as a wadord, is the key here, as both novel and exegesis exist in

their respective forms due largely to my rendition of Arthur's phght, which in turn was

influenced by -y choice of historical and geographical landscapes. In this sense I am

more interested in the fact that I adapted Arthur's story in away that allowed me access

to aparttalfantasy world in which the ptoblems of generational abuse, male power and

hieratchical family telations could be thematically investigated.

As to the question of 'why childten's literature?' I had been wdting adult hterary

fiction without success and, given that young-adult fiction is a lucrative matket, the lattet

seemed aloglcalmove. More importantly, howevet, I have a long-time intetest in this

arez, pafi)culady that blend of realism and fantasy I have tefened to as 'indigenous

fantasy'. As the exegesis progressed I began to see how, fot this novel at least, I was

dtawn to this rather naffow sub-genre: 56msþsu/-and I am not feâlly srüe why-i¡

allowed me to both escape into z revisionist adolescence, while at the same time

accessing old wounds that could be teflected it -y contemporary teenage ptotagonists,

elements that pethaps bdng amorehtettry quaüty to the wotk.7 Howevef, befote

moving to Attebery, there is the issue of my motivational landscape, my goals, the most

important of which is an attempt for artistic and stylistic excellence, something towards

which I am always striving. Fot, while the bulk of fantasy works ate generic, I had no

wish to ptoduce a formulaic novel.

John Grant suggests that such fotmulaic structures ate less the case within children's

literature and young-adult fiction, where 'cuffent teptesentatives of those [subversive

rather than commercial] traditions ,.. continue to flourish' Q2). Grantis talking about

those works that dse above the stock plot and chatacter scenarios that f,ll 'the toilet bowl

7 An ex-Penguin reader, employed by -y ltterary âgent to appraise the novel, desctibed

it as a young-adult text, but one 'fof the more sefious, litetary-minded reader'.
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of the book trade' Q3) andwhich produce 'aÍr tÍow commercial definition of the gente'

Q2).To do this fantasy must'meddle with out thinking', must:

delight in being controversial, it must hope to be condemned by authority (whatevet

authotity one chooses to identify), it must be at the catting edge lmy italics] of the

imagination, it must flirt with madness, it must be doing things that other fotms of
f,ction cannot. (22)

\Øhile such values a:re p^rt of my belief system-my internal landscape-the

necessary skills to achieve this have been a long time coming, as my first attempt at

chldren's fiction, at eighteen, was a dedvative Blytonesque novel. Whether I have met

my own 'cutting edge' criteria is for othets to judge. I have attempted to wdte the best

young-adult novel that I can. \)Øhile The Stone Crown is a mote mâture attempt at what I

aimed for at eighteen, my Blytonesque pedod was the begrnning of a lifelong intetest;

the point where I passed from simply being a reader into a setious, if non-scholady,

attempt at wtiting.

But it is precisely with non-scholady prose that the exegesis can interfete. Such

interference raises fundamental questions, questions that childten's authot Alan Garner

suggests go to the heatt of a writer's job, which is to use words 'to express that which is

most necessary, to speak the ineffable' (Voice 1,37). On his writing Process he has this to

say:

In each of my books the child protagonists have aged, The distance between them

and me has stayed the same. Is that a coincidence, of have I been engaged in
something much mote subtle and unconscious, to do with my own psyche, not
theits? (60)

If this is a truism that applies to my work, and I believe it is, what exactly ate these

'subtle and unconscious' processes? Due to the subject mattet and themes of my novel
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and because of my father's death quite eatly in its wtiting Garner's question about the

subtleties of the psyche is one that resonates profoundly, one which leads into another

secondary landscape, that of personal history: the emotional, spiritual and inteliectual

milieu out of which I wdte.

Brian Attebery describes 'indigenous fantasy'as a mode where the action takes

place in the'ordinary wofld', one where 'contrary to all sensory evidence and

expefience-maglcalbeings' and 'supetnzttr:Ã fofces' 
^re 

to be found. FIe also

suggests that it is an 'inherently problematic fotm':

for one wondets what strategies the author will adopt to conceal or bddge

the built-in conceptual gap. The gap itself reflects oru different ways of
knowing or tesponding to the wotld, the magical and scientif,c dimensions of
thought and language that ate teflected in .. . fantasy (729)

Attebery's commefr.ts offer a diffetent way of looking at the wotld than the

strictly mimetic wotld of tealism, and as such, highlight 'the less evident gulf

between story and histof/, [and] out two ways of organizinq time and placing

outselves within tt' (1.29). But it is precisely how, as a wfiteÍ, I accessed and

otganised memofy (t"ttÐ and history (fu-ily) that concems me. And, in this sense'

this question of strategies goes deepet than those outlined by Attebery on a purely

nauatfve or mechanical level. In choosing an Arthudan re-telling (albeit one whete

the Arthudan action comprises less than ten per cent of the novel) I believe I was

unconsciously breaking down the stone dyke between my palimpsestic re-reading

of a mythic Atthut and a hidden, secondary te-reading, that of my unconscious

incorpotation of my father into out f^-ily mythos and subsequently my novel. But

why this choice to move away from the traditional tellings? rWhat was at work hete?

In not having Arthur come back to save Btitain I was taking a cha¡ce. The reading

public, particulady the younger demographic, sometimes do not btook interfetence
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with their mythic traditions. Yes, I was endeavoudng to produce a story that

'meddle[d] vrith our thinking' but that was only part of it, for in ordet to do so, as

Garner suggests, it is sometimes necessary for the wdtet to Put hetself or himself at

'risk' and that the story revealed by the wdtet should be'no less than the ttuth', and

by ' "truth" ' he means that 'fabdcation thtough which reahty may be the mote

clearly defined' (Voice 27). Hete, agatn,I believe my family history shaped these

vâîlous outcomes.

¡Øhile fumly lodged tnreahqr and the everyd^y,my tecollections of my father have

always embodied a mythical, 'wodd-as-we-want-it-not-as-it-is' dimension. This gtey area

of memory, m)'th and emotional longing explains my optimism that night when my

famity drove out to ìØoking. On my part, memoryhad given way to wishfrrl thinking-a

favourite phrase of his-and I had succumbed over the yeats to the mote intimate,

epistolatory version of him. The gaps between his lines left space for me to bteath life

into a different man, one I could remake in an image that suited the safety of distance.

However, the reshaping of real experiences is patt of the frction-writer's job description,

and, as I said in my Introduction, this mote tealist btand of fantasy allows personal and

public mythologies to intersect. lJnconsciously I needed to delve into my past from the

perspective of fantasy. I needed this liminal atenaln which to deal with issues

surrounding my father, which was ftne until I statted to wrestle with the exegesis.

In terms of the exegesis, I had taken off in several diffetent directions at vatious

points only to come to a dead end. However, as I did not waflt to write a typically

straightforward exegesis that goes neatly thtough from genesis, teseatch, dtafts, to

final ptoduct as if it wefe a self-teflexive joumal of some kind, an altetnative

position needed to found, and it was while mentaliy seatching fot such a stance-

during an intense period of re-wtiting covering drafts three to five of the novel-

that things began to unravel.
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To a degee the exegesis was already intetfering with the novel considetable

time, energy and emotional resoutces were abeady engaged in solving the exegetical

problem, all of which I felt would be much better spent on the creative side, as that

too had its problems, ftot the least of which was that I had got to draft three

without having a sufficiently strong understanding of the metaphysical des that

governed the time-bridge aspects of the novel and undetpinned the appearance of

the horseman in the 21" century. Like many things that we avoid ot shun, the

exegesis began to take on monstrous proportions and it was not until a week aftet I

had completed dtaft thtee of the novel, when I was once again contemplating my

resistance to the whole exegetical endeavouf, that the first inklings, the fust of

those hidden elements in what I was undertaking, rose to the surface:

I can now see what I've been circling it for so long' My resistance to the

exegesis is directly related to the hieratchical sftuctute of the institution that I
am in. It's patriarchy ... -y father I'm arguing, tebelling against. @alker:
joumal entry n.p.n)

That was not to be the end of it. As things ptogtessed, it slowly dawned that

both in mythical and metaphodcal terms I was wtiting a novel about my

relationship with my father; that Atthur and various male charzctets stood in fot

him. I dr:eady knew this in that unspecific kind of way creative peoPle deal with

personal and family issues. But the mythic Arthut? Had I, in choosing this

particular vetsion of him, alegendary hero who was not coming back to save the

Isles, unconsciously elected to come to terms with the fact thøt my father was rio

longer coming back to make amends for all those yeats?

,{.t fust the whole thing seemed interesting. I was between dtafts and, while I

was still unclear as to my direction, I attacked the exegesis with renewed vigour'

However, on my fetufn to the novel things began to untavel. Something was
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missing, or more to the point, something was now 'in there' that should have been

hidden; the fact of which left an awkward emptiness-a feeling of hollowness to

the creative pfocess. I could not put my finger on it at first and only much latet

would it come out: my fzthet rlow sât, in a monolithic sense, at the centte of the

novel. He was no longet avoidable, tangential. He was ¡s¡¡¡-fe use Fowles's

analogy of the wtitten wood, a 'metaphodcal fotest' of 'constant suspense' (Trea

64)-.the ogte in the castle at its centre, or, iÍ, Tolkienian terms, my forested

landscape had become the Old Fotest and all. paths led down to the \Øithywtndle

and Old man \'X/illow (125-7).

With my father now foregrounded as conscious focus and the novel progtessing

through dtaft four, it was not long before the exegetical ptocess waranted another

entry in my electtonic joutnal. The following is unedited:

unconscious produces thematic structures -+ thematic structures produce att
+ att equals excellence -) not arguing that my novel is excellent + arguing

thât pfocess is striving fot excellence -+ .'. in analysing ptocess the conscious

reahzaion of an unconscious pottion might equai disaster -) and if not
disaster, then it certainly stands between ân unconscious patterntng and a

more delibefate textual manipulation + is this the case? -+ has revelation of
'Arthur as father'interfered with novel? --+ cettainly feels so + however,
feeling lacks academic ctedibility + so am I obliged to prove it exegeticaþ?
+ 

^m 
I obliged to think even hardet about the ptocess in otder to justi$r my

stance? --+ does this expose me to othet tevelations that urill in tutn interfete

with the writing? --+ cettainly the child-like space which I seem to connect

with during writing is now policed by -y father -+ it feels much like when as

^ 
teefl^ger.I sttuggled with my homewotk and he stood watching over my

shouldet, telling me to concentrate and not to daydteam-daydteaming
won't get you anywhete he'd say-and then tell me how stupid I was

whenever I made a mistake fWalket: journal entry n.p.n)

Like many Englishmen before me, my connection to the hterary forest 
^s ^pla.ce 

of

dange4whete a wrongly taken path may lead to disastet, goes back to my eatly

childhood and The Brothers Grimm. As a child, the fictional woods, those landscapes
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composed within the texts I devouted, and the actualwoods, the natutal surroundings

in which I felt at home, wete fteighted equaþ it -y imagination. I was constantly

escaping the realities of home in favout of a habitual flight into [the] mental

greenwood' (Fowles Tree 42). But in terms of the hterary wood as a site of danget and

'other'it was The ltr/ind in the lVillows,with its \lild Wood-'dense, menacing, compact,

gimly set in vast white surroundings' (99-100)-and its more psychologicaþ tounded

chatactets than those found in fairytales, that lesonated. But wdtìng is rareiy

constructed around such eady hterary expedences. Many strands feed into a wliter's

make-up, into his or her joumey through the wood of wotds, not the ieast of which is

other fiction, and both children's and adult litetature have affected my writing: each

exists within the othet; each infotms the othet in a constant dialogue between the chld

and the mafr, as these powerfrrlly evocative passages from M. John Hattison's Tbe Coarse

of the Heart show.

In that part of Notthamptonshire , . . the wintet copses seem to hang for evet in

the moment of darkening against a pale blue sþ 
- 

as if it will take for ever for
night to fall 

- 
in a gestute so petfect there will nevef need to be another day,

(136)

Harrison's redolent language transports me bodily. I can smell the ploughed earth and

hear the rattle of dried leaves in the hedgerows. Below, the authot's landscape is linked

to the poþancy of adolescent expedence:

Even now, a chance configuration of cottages and bate elm ttees will remind me

how I trudged home across the cold ploughed fi.elds at the close of an afternoon

in late Decembet: a boy thirteen ot foutteen, composed only of the things he

wânted 
^t 

th^tmoment. . . (136)

Impotantly, it is somewhete between Gtahame's qWild Wood' and Hatlison's

'ploughed fields' that I wished to take my young-adult readets. In doing so I was te-
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animating my own adolescence, teturning not only to my fu-ily mythos, but also

te-entedng the landscape in which I had, fot so long, placed l(ing Arthur. To do this

required my re-entering those landscapes of adolescence. I needed to, touch,

imaginatively, the Greenbelt of outer London whete I gtew up; to re-enter those green

spaces, a journey that is somewhat akin to walking through a beechwood in eady spring,

when the leaves burst forth into z canopy of gteen so ttansluceîtt}ra;t one seems to be

underwater rather than on the forest floor. As _fohn Fowles intimates, my entering of

such a space required a certain kind of concentration, 'a sublimated form of discovety'

and 'isolated explotation', â crossing over into the 'endless combe in leaves of paper'

(Tree 67),in order that I could rediscovet that fourteen-yeat-old who was so in love with

the green wotld of nature.

\X/hile I was familiar with a numbet of Fowles's novels, it was only aftet my father's

death that I was handed his essay The Tree in which he triangulates the relationship

between his father, nature and the unconscious elements of the writing process. But it is

his meditations on flâtute and the idea of the 'gteen man' as an alTegory fot the

unconscious elements of writing that süuck me; in particular the analogy of the wood

and out passage thtough tt as a metaphor for wdting.

The Stone Crown is written, in part at least, out of my love of landscape and nature.

Like Fowles I am a subutban boy, something he claims shaped his view of natute:

'because þe] had not been brought up in a tutal atmosphete, þe] couid not take the

countryside for gtanted, indeed it came to þm] with some of the unteality, the not-

quite-thereness of a fiction' (Trve 60). Unlike Fowles, who was evacuated to Devon

during the Second \Wodd War, I expedenced the wondets of true countryside much

later,I;ravitnq to content myself with the odd picnic excursion and the factthat we lived

on the perþhery of London, 
^pl^cewhere 

I could lose myself u¡ithin the aptly named

Greenbelt. Fowles describes the acute chjldhood sensation of '[s]linking into the ttees'
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as being akin to 'leaving land to go into wâter, another medium, another dimension'

(11). Overwhelmingly, this too was how I expedenced the tangled, overgrown greenely

and bird-life of adjacentbombsites that abutted out tather tame back garden; this too

was how I slipped into the emotionally cooling spaces that comprised the extensive (and

to my adolescent mind seemingly endless) coridor of parks, commons, woodland and

expropriated farmland which I exploted, and where I watched badgets and made casts

of fox spoor.

Âs a wdter, the connection between the idea of physical exploration, mental

exploration, and memory, those elements involved in following a stolT through its many

twists and tums to the f,nal page, seems obvious. Explotation, whethet on paper ot in

the field, suggests there is something to discovet, and, while tnhterary terms the old saw

that there is 'no new thing undet the sun' (Ecclesiastes 1:9) may be close to the mârk,

thete is always that sense of discovery we have with cetain books, that sense of the

'mysterious and pandoxical within us'. If such expetiences are so indelibly linked to that

bridge between my chìldhood love of teading, with its escaPe between the leaves of a

book, and my cottesponding escape into natute, how much mote important is it that I

fe-connect in a similady intense way with such expetiences when endeavoudng to wdte

fot childten?

Let me leturn now to childhood expedence and the experience of the wood-both

Fowles's and mine. In particular,I atn intetested in his notion of the wood or nature as

a simile for the creative process, alargely private experience for many artists, and one

which stands in direct contrast to the Linnaean 'scientific mill' (Fowles Tree,52), which

reduces and catalogues all expetience into evef nâffowet bifurcations.

Yet we cannot say that the 'gteen' or cteating pfocess .. . has no impoftance iust
because it is largely private and beyond lucid descrþtion and rational anaþsis. \We

might as well argue that the young wheat-plant is futelevant because it can yield
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nothing to the millet and his stones. \We know that in âny sane teality the gteen

blade is as much the rþe grain as the child is fathet to the man. Not . . . does the

sirnile apply to 
^tt ^lofle, 

since we tte alLin away creating our futute out of our

pfesent, oru þublished' outwatd behaviour out of ouf innef gteen being (52)

This "'published" ouß;øard behaviour' Iinks directly to my father's insobriety, for it was

the latter that drove me in âmong the ttees in the fust place. I have alrcady mentioned

the Greenbelt that sewed as a kind of spiritual reservoir agarnst my home-life. Ând it

was to the poþancy of adolescent experience, a kind of Greenbelt of the imagination,

to which I turned in those initial drafts, mostly because the physical landscape was

rnsufficient. I needed an emotional entry point into the novel.

Instinctively I chose two sites from my adolescence: one wâs a disused and wooded

qtre¿rry close to where I lived as an adolescent; the othet u/as my fathet's local watering

hole, a public house named The Swan and Sugarloaf. In hindsight and with tegatd to

this exegesis, it was an interesting, although at the time unconscious, iuxtaposition of

sites. For me, these two sites symbolize the landscape of my childhood and subsequent

adulthood: the quarry, vrith its alignment to rlature, imaginative fteedom, and my

butgeoning adolescent sexuality fePfesents fantasy;while the pub reptesents

contraction, responsibility , fzmily and reality, although fot my father such sites wete the

opposite and an escape. In one sense I was writing back to myself and exploring not

only the landscape of memory but also the memory of landscape. Thete is I believe a

subtle difference; both are superimposed one upon the other like a photogtâphic double

exposrüe. However, I can see that the natutal wodd as elegised in those first dtafts was

precisely that, an idealised, nostalgc fevefie, while the pub was an emotional

springboard and entry point into the vatious chatactets that represented my fathet. The

result was the emefgence of my two teenage Pfotagonists interacting atound a desetted

qÐ2¡rry. Although the quarry was abandoned, along with other elements, after draft ¡hree

in favour of a walled spinney, it, and the action contained atound it, was my starting
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point, The quarry's main purpose had been 5srvsd-i¡ had pulled me into schema from

which I could draw on childhood experience.

Such cross-pollinated landscapes live in my imagination and have been fed from

sources in both adult and children's literature. In the context of Arthurian m¡h these

landscapes come alive in another sense âs well. I am talking hete of the spitit wodd.

Britain's landscape is populated with folk legends: fafuies, monstets and hetoes can be

found associated with every nook and ctzrnny of the counuyside, and as David Malouf

intimates:

[I]f you live in a little village in England or Iteland ot Scotland. . . you can

comfotingly tell yourself that you absolutely belong in that landscape and thete is

no problem, there is no metaphysical ptoblem. Take the same people out and put

them somewhete whete all of those things afe gone, and then, yes, they ate'tt a

kind of void. This opens up the question of what it is we need as humans to place

ourselves in the wodd and how difficult it is to achieve that. (Papastergiadis 87)

Malouf is speaking about his expedence of being at the edge, of living in a new countly

with the baggage of the old wodd, Eutope and Lebanon, which is also my adopted

position. However, this is precisely what a teenagers are doing, moving from the old

world to the new. They are being asked to move awzy from the site of fantasy and enter

the real y¡s1ld-¡s place themselves in the fashion Malouf indicates. On many levels

they are more or less willing, appeadng to be only too eager to thtow off the shackles of

chjldhood andparental authodty. The fantasy landscape of popular fiction is at once an

escape hatch from the pressures of school and family, while at the same time a patallel

wodd of problems and solutions.

To my mind the most successfrrl young-adult fiction is a deft melding of hope and

the kind of brutal honesty that teenagers expect. And, in writing The Stone Crown,Ihad

entered the creative landscape quite consciously fot similatly poladsed reasons: on the

one hand there was nostalga for those adolescent landscapes; on the other a need to
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wttte characters like the McCrossans. In doing so I had descended into Maloufs 'fluid'

space, a melding of memory and'tmagþation, where I became sensitive to the

'emotional charge' of adolescence. By this time I was finishing the third dtaft of the

novel and things seemed to be going well.

But all this was to change very quickly. Having set the novel in Noth \Wales in drafts

one and two, I stumbled upon an alternatfve in Alistair Moffat's Arthur and the l-'ost

Kingdoms,which places Arthur as an historical entity in the Botdet Counties of Scotland.s

Although I did not know fhe area well, I had lived on the Welsh Matches, which is

similar country,leaving me riot entirely out of my depth with tegatd to colow writing.

Before I had a chance to reaþ entet into the spirit of the book, which as an Englishman

I viewed rathet scepticaþ at fust, my fathet passed a'way and I found myself once again

in the UI(, where I took the briefest of opportunities to visit the Botders, the site of

Moffat's Arthru. There I would make a chance discovery, one that would affect both

the novel and the exegesis.

Like the ìØelsh Marches, The Scottish Bordets are Matcher countly and have a long

and bloody historf, which in hindsrght seems appropriate given my pugilistic bout with

the exegesis, the dark and bloody themes contained in the novel, and the antagonistic

relationship with my fathet. The touted and pursued often head for the covet of the

trees because open country is dangerous. Dudng my childhood out vatious houses

resembled emotionally the skirmishing and taiding of the Botdets. Both my father and I

would run for our respective and entitely different metaphodcal ttees, woods that ate

simultaneously the unconscious and conscious focus for my novel'

t The final Borders location only solidified between drafts three and fout.
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Chapter Two:

The tGreen Man'Emerges

'I had a dream of some endless combe, I suppose almost an animaJ. dteam, an otter-

dream, of endless hangrng beechwoods and hazel coppices and leated meadows,
houseless and manless'

John Fowles Tbe Tree 60



In writing this novel for and about teenagers, with its mythic and historical connections

and dysfunctional male charactets, I am not only wdting back to the histotical and

mythic withrn British culture but also to my father.I would like to think we have, in our

separate ways-his through ddnk; mine through artistic pfetensions-s¡dsa\r6ured to

engage with Fowles's 'gfeen man' âs he slips away through the ttees, leading us on,

tantalising us with his sheer inapptoachability. Medin, who I occasionally call 'The

Green One' in my novel, with his lote and wisdom, and his druidic power, is-cettainly

for the young Arthur and possibly in patt for the younger 1s2ds1-2lso somewhat

unapproachable, as the following passage shows:

Turning his back on the trees, rhe ancl¿ makes a sign againsr rhe euil ele and beads back down

towards the sett/ement. Bü fbere are things ansaid, unîold: senets lhat a child cannotfathom,

paîbs fhaf the øncle onþ gøesses at ... Onþ now, with his ancle a speck at fhe ua//e1 bottom, do

we walk in among the lrees. There is a power here in the dcepest groues fhaf the þrìests and tlte

monks cannot know. $lalker Stzns 52;53)

Flowever, at the novel's inception things wete different. I played with the notion of a

time-slip scenario, involving an old man who appeared to his younger self in ordet to

change his life and subsequent death (whose life, I wonder, was I teally wishing to

change?). This scenado became cumbersome and was abandoned in favout of the

disembodiednatator. who was hoveting ill-fotmed and inarticulate in the backgtound.
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As the novel progtessed I saw that, unconsciously at least, the old marL was still lutking

among the trees, and although this chatacter had been sacrificed, he tesurfaced in the

voice of Medin. But those eady &aft chapters were not wasted; instead they provided a

lannch pad, an emotional l*pirg off place. ,\s my confidence gtew, I turned to Metlin,

who speaks from an unspecifled space and time, to articulate some of the conscious

themes I intended exploring, but like all projections of the unconscious he was to be far

from content with my limited choices.

In that first dtaft the opening line of my novel read, '[t]he old man was gone' (my

italics), which, if taken with the Cockney meaning of husband or fathet and the

colloquial euphemism for death, was unttue, as Ãt the time of wdting it my fathet was

living in a nursing home in Surrey. Nor can I claim like Emlyn the power of the sight as

at eighty-sevenn my father's subsequent demise wâs on the cards. I cannot say defirutely

that his death shifted the novel into its current form and structure, but I like to think of

it, in panicular Sleepets Spinney, as apatúnggift ftom him.

\X/hen sober my f*her was the epitome of the manneted English male and expected

his family to behave in a similat fashion. However, it seems he could only emerge ftom

his cultwal and generational straight-jacket by entering the gteen wotld of his tepressed

consciousness, something he accomplished through alcohol. What he lacked, like most

modem, post-industriat individuals, was guidance, a culturally appropriate map of the

territory. He was a chld lost in the fotest a nightmate wotld. What emetged was

stdpped of inhibition and ran âmong us in much the same fashion that the boy,\rthur

does when Merlin enchants him.

Then, in a wild-e1ted moment, he is on his rtü and into the þrvst. He weaues between lhe trves,

køpingfatkn trunks, dacking under branches as tþe moonlight picks oü rhe gleam of sweat

e My father was ninety-three when he died.
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acrlrs hi.r mascle:. He rans on. He is rhe hønter and the hunted. Theforest god gzuerns hì: boþ

now. @alker Stone 65)

The above quote appearcdin draft fow aftet my father's death. Prior to that, instead

of Merlin putting Arthut in atrance in which the fotest god takes hold, I had the young

-Arthut prove himself by factng down a she-bear: 'the animal grunts and raises itself ap on its

hind-qøarters. It stands as ta// as Merlin. Time slows as rhe anintal swãJlî 0n its hind legs, its maryfe

probtng tbe air' (lØalker: ear'ly drz;ft Stone). My point being, that somewhere between dtafts

three and four Medin began to take hold of the Atthurian section of the novel and

would not let go.

As Medin's disembodied voice speaks from an unspecified space and time and from

beyond the gtave, the question adses as to whethef I am, in popular psychological

paÃance, seeking to hear ftom him what I would deady have wanted to hear from my

father? Had I conjured these alternative vetsions of A.thur and Medin, a kind of

surrogate father son relationship, as ân unconscious entry point into my issues with him?

However, what if the writer needs to explore, to move thtough the úees as John Fowles

would have it and discover what lies ahead, and in doing so to wtite the kind of f,ction

that tempts 'the visitot [teader] to turn the page' and 'explote futthet' (True 58-59).

Because it was not simply the novel I was exploring: thete was the exegesis.

,\t every stage where there was a break in the novel wdting ptocess the

conflicting issue of tackling the exegesis and my tesistance to it raised its head, its

usual manifestation being a mixtute of confusion and avoidance tactics. During one

such stage between drafts three and fout, I teturned to Arthur and the Lost Kingdoms.

With web-based images showing the landscape to be very similat to the'VØelsh

Marches, where I had lived dudng my eady twenties, I moved the novells location

from lWales to Scotland, a decision based primady on the ideas I had encounteted

in Moffat's book. Due to this alternative history, with its emphasis on a 'brilliant
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¡Welsh-speakingcavzky general froma southem Scottish tribe' (N4offat dust jacket),

Tbe Stone Crown incrementa\ distanced itself yet again from the traditronal myths

and legends surrounding the Matter of Britain.

But life, like the plot of a novel, is subject to change. The fitst of these was the

'chance discovery' I mentioned at the end of the last chapter, when, during the

period following my father's funeral, I borrowed a car ar.d took off to the Botdets

to see if Moffat's landscape was as I imagined. It was thete, just outside the hamlet

of DtumeÞier, that I found the walled spinney which featutes so centtally tn The

Stone Crown However, as dtaftthtee became four, and'sleepers Spinney'insinuated

itself into the novel, I began once again to ponder my tesistance to the exegesis.

The wood of words was no longer a place to foam freely and imaginatively, no

longer â space for unfettered fantasy, it had shifted across ftom the metaphorical

into a much mote mimetic wotld.

Äs a writer in mid-process, writing out of my own fraught adolescence and back to the

ftaught adolescence of the characters, the initial comfott of writing a young-adult fantasy

novel was being dissolved by the collision between the exegesis and the cteative wofk. In

particular, those analytical elements that compdse any intellectualptzzle, one which I had

no doubt unconsciously set myself, were no longet at a sþificânt intellectual distance

from the mote emotionally dangerous unconscious drivers.

Such notions are perhaps best highlighted by looking at the audience fot which young-

adult literature is produced. Childten's authot, Tim Bowlet, likens teenagers as 'being nvo

people in one . , . a child falling asleep and an adult waking up' (Jubilee Books n.P.n.)'

\Øith their mood swings and thefu casual invocation of tational argument, teenagers can

often be said to occupy a kind of militarised zone into which theit patents stumble. In his

essay, ' "Not in the Middle Ages"?: Alan Gatnels Tbe Owl Seruice and the Litetature of

Adolescence', Paul Hardwick ârgues that this liminality ot 'blwring of boundaries'within
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young-âdult fiction is an 'invitation' for the adolescent teadet to þatticipate in the

wotking out of these issues'. Citing r\idan Chambers, he suggests this is done by the

writer leaving ' " tell-tale gaps" ' in the nattaive Q6). There is, howevet, a subtle

difference between such gaps applied consciously by the u¡1i¡s¡-v/hiçh both Hardwick

and Chambers are ddving at, along with Attebery's 'built-in conceptuâl gap', which I

mentioned saylls¡-vÍrd those gaps in knowledge, all those unconscious, hidden,

fotgotten or suppressed aspects that the wdter circles thematically.

My stance on wdting plocess, which I find uncannily aligned to that of Fowles and

Garner, can best be summed up when I asked a friend, t pracicingpsychiatrist, if she

would read some of the passages dealing with Emlyn's father's unnamed mental

disorder. She replied that I needed no guidance and that I should tely on my

imagination, âs 'the vagaríes of the human mind and of mental illness were as many and

varied as there were individuals'. The mental 'geenwood'is, after all, full of divetging

and converging pathways, dead ends and datk entangled thickets. The sepatation

between shaman andmadman (a shifting line that mlght be equally applicable to my

character, Mettin) has always been a vague demarcation, ând the 'man in the trees', as

Fowles suggests, (ot, as he intimates, W. H. Hudson's 'gteen woman) has always been

elusive and atthe same time atttactive, and no less so because this þrofound and

univetsal'myth 'is constantly "played" inside every individual consciousness' (Tree 42).

Each mental'gteenwood' develops its own landscape and topography. To me, as a

youngster, the Plantagenet Romances of the 1,2th and 13th centuries, with their coütly

love and polished armour, failed to ring true: mine was a datket, muddier vision of

Ârthudan Bdtain, inspired no doubt by -y equally muddy home-life. In [un]consciously

choosing the legend and setting it in what I saw to be its correct time, the Datk r\ges,

other vortices were at work. Merlin's voice places the contempotary act)on within a

much larger timeframe, a much btoadet mythic landscape, and it is he who conjures the
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iþspirit of the forest, of the oak, the 'gteen man' if you like, and places him in the boy

Arthur. Instead of the ubiquitous dunce-capped wizard, I made him a mote shaman-like

figure. This idea is not new; in fact the notion of an histotical Merlin is almost as old as

the legend. Nikolai Tolstoy suggests that not only was he real but that he was a shaman,

a seer, 'a genuine prophet whose otacle lay at z sacted spring on that Mountain-Centre,

from whose skirts flowed the gteat dvets of the Nofth' Q17). The mountain in question

is Hart Fell, one of the highest peaks in the Botdets; the dvers are the Tweed and the

Teviot, thinly disguised as the Yeave and the Yattow io *y fi.ction.

Garner's valley tn The Owl Service also exists, as does the fabled Stone of Gronw

through which Lleu Law Gyffes hurls his spear and kills Blodeuwedd's lover, Gtonw

Pebyr. According to PauI Hardwick, the Middle Ages (Datk Ages in my case) double as

a metaphor for adolescent experience Q.6).t0 Hardurick suggests that '[t]he most

effective adolescent fiction conftonts the teadet with his or her own "Middle Ages" in

the sense ... [that it is] ... a period of blwred boundaries and barely-supptessed

violence (of one kind or another)' (28), and then links this to Clive, one of the parental

figrrres n The Owl Seruice, and to a scefle whete his son Roget has shot some film, which

upon development shows sþs of paranotmal activity.

'I haven't the faintest: unless Halfbacon was putting a jinx on you.'
'Ate you serious, Dad? Could he?'

'Could he what?'
'Put a jinx on me?'
'Now steady,' said Clive. {We'te not in the Middle ,\ges: you'll be toasting the

chap at the stake next.' (Garner Owl 82)

to I b.li...e that Hardwick has got his time ftames wrong. Although the wtitten form of
The Mabinogion stems from mid- to late 14th century Welsh soufces, thete are

suggestions that it comes from amuch oldet otal ttadition and that 'no one doubts that

much of the subject mâtter of these stories is very old indeed, coeval maybe with the

dawn of the Celtic wodd.' (fones &Jones 7)
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Garner is strong on the debate between tatfonal scientific thought, played out

through Gwyn's textbook explanation of the physics of reflected images (94), and the

unresolvable paradoxes contained in myth, patticulatly those unexplained ateas of

human experience that frt roughly into what we call the patanormal. This debate is

reflected parly in Clive's response to his son's idea of a curse being placed on him.

Hardwick is quick to point out that Umbetto Eco has wtitten on this tnTrauels in Hlper-

Realit1t, with the lattet tefetring to that populat fantasy scenatio of the medieval

secondary world, a fictional consftuct he describes as the 'new Middle Ages' (72).

Hardwick elaborates by quoting Eco: 'before tejoicing or gtieving over a returrt of the

Middle Ages, we have the motal and cultutal duty of spelling out what kind of Middle

Ages we ate talking about' (Eco in Hatdwick 25).

Âs novel and exegesis moved closet togethet, I was approaching that fotgotten space

to do with my father that had originaþ motivated the story: the Dark ot Middle Ages of

my adolescence and my suppressed angst atmy father's behaviout. Intetestingly, the

crucial motivator for the contempol ary acluorr tn The S lone Crown springs ftom events set

in the Dark Ages, the time when the Romans had pulled out of Britain and the fitst

'waves of wardor-settlers were issuing from mainland Eutope. Thus the stage is set for

the legendary characters of Arthur and Metlin. Even in the more ttaditional rendedngs

Medin can be seen as manipulative; a consurnmate politician balancing the affairs of

state against the lives of others. But in The Stone Crown Merlin has cause to tegtet his

manipulation of the boy, Arthur. He has been forced to tethink his actions. He wishes

to release himself and Arthur from theit mutual entrapment in much the same way that

Lawrence McCrossan finally sees ân end to his family's indentuted serwice to the

wooden figutes.

A clearer example of exegetical intetfetence at this point in the novel is Medin's

voice. Once I had consciously taken him on as represefltative of my father,I began
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to fesent his presence. Merlin now seemed like my puppeteet as well as ,\tthut's,

and, as dtaft fout moved forwatd, 
^more 

guilt-ridden vetsion of Metlin began to

emerge, as these two snippets, which were not in draft thtee, show:

For manllears Arthur has no need of me and I an left 1o mltforvsî wanderings. But I cannol

þrget rhd his cbildhood has been snatchedfrom him; thù it i¡ rne who has stolen it. The same

thing b@pened 1o me as a child. (\Øalket Stone 103)

Merlin, speaking as my father,was separating himself out, sepatating himself from

the power he had held ovet Atthut since a chjld. In this sense Metlin is an

archetypal parentalfigute. But, as the dtaft advanced, thete was a gtowing

confusion in me about which position I was speaking his character ftom: was it me

as a writer, me âs a son, me as angry son, me as guilty son-or was it simply my

father speaking? Again:

No resemblance does he bear to aryt child: neirher the cltild we carry witb as to îhe graue

and who berates us þr our callous þrgefulness oflouth, ftlr anJt liuing child that þlay in
the dust or cries þr ltis moTher. He is apart. He is a nan þossessed and he will haue bis

sword (758).

I could easily substitute the wotd 'drink' fot 'sword' in the sense that the above

passage metaphodcally describes the effect of ddnking upon my fatheq he would,

for a while, tctin a maudlin, childish way befote entering a disinhibited stage whete

he became progessively nastier. The pteviously unconscious liminal space from

which characters had spoken was now a half-wotld, a contaminated zone whete I

could only guess at what was pulling my süings. Whle the above passages remained

in the final submission, the constant decision-making around any new material,

where it had emerged from and why, was at this stage of the novel wdting process

tathet enervating. Questions eventually arise as to whethet, without the exegesis,
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what decisions, what forking paths in the wood of wotds I might have chosen and

whether The Stone Crown would have been a better ot a wofse novel?

During the initial stâges of writing any given draft this was in no way a conscious

spelling out of my own family pâtterns or issues: in the heat of cteativity wotds

appeared on the page and characters otbited one another. It was often later, dudng re-

drafting, ot close re-reading, that a chatacter's actions and dialogue would come to be

interpteted as my father talking thtough Medin (ot whichever charactet I was cunently

working on) or equally as myself addressing my father. But is this not precisely the point

of art: to bring about a fusion (or apparent confusion) of irreconcilable elements u¡ithin

the artist, and transmute them, almost alchemically, into a cteative whole? Flowever,

such discoveries, this facing-off between chatacters and author, is pethaps best left until

lzte4 aftet the dust has settled znd a. manuscript has been bottom-dtaweted ot

published, a point Hatdvrick aPPears to be alluding to in his essay.

Certainly, in his positioning of Gatnet's works, attitudes to cteativity and several

mental breakdowns, Hardwick seems to be impþing ptecisely this connection. The

implication is that Garner's chatacters, A.lison, Roger and Gwyn arv in rJrre Middle Âges,

not only in terms of being caught in the \Øelsh mythic landscape of Math uab Mathonw1

but also in terms of being adolescents, urith all of the attendant difficulties and pedls,

and that by default Gatner is, in his creative 'confusion', equaþ caught up.

Although my creative confusion was much less sevete than Garner's, it was still

there, and while close analysis can be an intetesting and ptoductive way of approaching

a rtarra]dve, it is not the only way; fot some it can also suck the life ftom a text. In

hunting the 'green mân' fÍom the trees, I have, in some serlse, undone what I had made

of my father as he passed from memory into the crearive foliage of The Stone Crown. I

had let him go back into hiding and emetge, Iike Atthur, in a diffetent time and place.

The exegesis is akin to the hre-car that carried me to that exctuciating ten-minute visit
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on our arrtvalin the UIÍ it started out innocently enough, the distance was thete, but I

wâs eventually delivered into a space where two completely different tealities collided.

ïØhat is understood on an intuitive and emotional level sometimes does not beat

unravelling by the intellect, as the following incident will show.

One moming soon aftet my return, as I entered my office during the process of

problematizing the exegesis, and the wotd'bosþ' simply arrived it -y consciousness.

There seemed to be no app^rent connection to anything that had happened prior ot to

anything I had been thinking about. Bosþ? Bosþ? I rolled the wotd atound it -y

head. I had not heard it for years. The Oxford English Dictionary showed two enfties. The

second entry-meaning 'somewhat the worse fot drinking'-being dedved ftom the

first, which meafit 'covefed u¡ith bushes ot underwood' (OED Vol 11421). But the

French for wood ts bois and a Ftench/English dictionary tutned up'bosqaef , meaning

copse or grove. A light bulb exploded in my head: not only does the maiot part of The

Slone Crown centre on'sleepets Spinney', but the wall holds back the fotest god. My

father was no longer just Arthur and Medin; he was now consciously, conspicuously, a

representative of the Oak God. He was Fowles's 'gteen man'bteaking thtough the

spinney wall. The creative component was now an intedocutory dtama; I had become

my own inquisitot, an uncomfortable position, both emotionally and mentally. In

hunting the'gteen man' from'out of his trees' (Fowles Tree 51),I had conftonted the

fullness and the emptiness of both phtases.

\X/as my resistance to writing this exegesis causing my unconscious to act in that

dream-like, associative state where forgotten elements of my life emetged? Aftet all, the

exegesis had been a pugilistic bout, not only between myself and the demands of the

university, but between quite disparate elements of my personality: the desire to

complete my doctorate against the less fetteted wish to be freely cteative; hence the title,
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qWrestliflg 
. .. the Exegetical Process'. Ot in both novel and exegesis had I simply been

wrestling my fathet, or myself fot that mattet?

My father wrestled other demons. For him the fight was a constant war between his

Englishness, his reserve, 
^nd 

his emotions: ddnk was his means of contacting and

teleasing all,that had been stifled by an Edwardialt chldhood (in one sense the

'conformingface imposed by fashion' (42) that Fowles speaks of). \ùØhere my fathet's

mental and emotional flight was to the pub, mine had been towatds nature and

creativity. And yet here I was meeting both myself and my cteation, the metaphot of my

fatlter as'green man', as we stepped clear of the walled spinney. LikeJohn Fowles, I am

interested inZen Buddhism, and I cannot help pondedng that my satorì-Tike tevelation

was brought about by the intellectual knots I had experienced in dealing with the

exegesis and, that i" ttyittg to write a 'dangetous' young-adult novel, it was hatdly

surpdsing that I would encounter some cteative dangers on the way.

In Six lÍ/alks in the Fictional lVoods Umbefto Eco implies that the forest is a metaphor,

'not only for the text of fairy tales but fot any narr.aluve text' (6). The symbol of the

woods as perilous, as a metaphor for the unconscious and urattonal elements within the

psyche is not new. Although seen as a comedy, Shakespeare's A Midsummer Nigbt's

Dream,with its movement from city to forest and back agaln, and its manipulative

fairies, has a darket element running through it, one that marks out fear of the

'greenwood' and the monsters and supetnatwalbeings that dwell in its interiot.

I have come to terms with my father-part monster, patt God, part run-of-the-mill

bloke-and in turn, as John Fowles would have it, with the numbedess 'ctosstoads in

our two lives' where I had 'murdered him, or at least what he believed tn' (Tree 18). His

faults were of a certain time and place. His disappear^Ítce between those ttees that

constitute Dante's 'dark wood' Q7)-the pub, wotk, his absence, his ever Present

anger-and his subsequent re-emergence it -y novel, in all its unptedictability fot the
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child contained within the adult writer, were both his and my v/ay of reconciling the

futeconcilable
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Chapter Three:

Timescapes and Collisions

'In the middle of the joutney of out life, I came to myself
in a datk wood, for the sttaight way was lost.'

Dante Alighied Inferwo, 27



Time in faede is differen! 
^s 

aîy child will tell you. However, time is one of the thematic

preoccupations of my novel and of this exegesis in so much as it deals with memory and

imagination and the te-ordering of narztfve both cultutalar'd personal. E.tt y into the

faede wood can be seeri to be analogous to the creative process. The wtiter disappeats

into the wood of his or her lmagþatton, enteîs another time, and emerges clutching the

half-remembered dream that she or he wishes to communicate. r{.s Aian Garnet states:

'[t]he word in the air is not the same as the word on the page' and it is the wdter's job to

'make the invisible .., such that other people can see it' (Voice 43;62). FIowever, he also

suggests that in order for this to happen the wdter 'must employ and combine two', what

he desøibes as paradoxical qualities: 'a serì.se of the numinous, and a raldLor'al mind' (41).

The phrase 'off with the fafuies'is a derogatory one and I was often described thus: the

chld as dteamer. But it is precisely as 'dteamet' that I access Gatner's 'paradoxical

qualities'. As a sububan Australian wishing to wdte fot a younger audience, I needed to

connect with my childhood and those landscapes, both emotional and actual, that serwed

the project best. ,\s David Malouf suggests, it is possible that any writer, any one person

'might have only a singie place he can speak of, the place of his eatliest expedence'

(Soøtherþ 3). Malouf is not simply talking of a geographical location. Rathet, he is

intimating the entire emotional geogaaphy that is the child and which we c rry with us
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into adulthood. The British chjldren's author, David Almond, also puts it eloquently in

the introduction to his autobiogtaphical collection, Counting Starsz

These stories ate about my childhood ... Like all stories, they merge memory and

dream, the teal and the imagined, tuth and lies. And, pefhaps like all stoties, they

^te ^fl 
attempt to reassemble what is fragmented, to discover what has been lost.

(Ð

Two elements stand out for me in Almond's inttoduction: the metging of 'memory

and dream, the real and the imagined, truth and lies' and hrs notion of stoqrtelling^s an

attempt to 'reassemble what is fragmented, to discovet what has been lost.' This last

phrase is crucial. To discover what has been lost tequires looking: a quest. My young

protagonists, like mzfly fi.ctional characters, eflgâge in just such a quest in the hope (via

myself as writer) that my readers '¡¡ill also wish to journey thtough the text. Such a

journey tacitly implies the wdtet's quest. I was attemptitg, i. r\lmond's wofds, to

'reassemble', to discover what I had 'lost', and to do so I had to make cettain ttartaldve

decisions zt each point in the story.

This constant fotking, both in life and in story-this 'multiplicity of choice of paths

in a wood' (Fowles Tree,59)-ß something that fascinates me: how we get thete, and

how those choices, some tational, some fLot, ane made. lVhy some and not others? I

believe this is in part governed by a semi-conscious totning 
^way 

oî my paft from

certain elements of the wdting process, what Fowles describes as a kind of 'benign

psychosis' (ll/ormboles 137), which in tutn produces astate of teceptivity, a synchronous

positioning of self, by whatever meâns I car.e to explain such phenomen , be it quantum

physics or spirituality, that opens me to vatious situations and expetiences, both mental

and actual. Such was the situation when I stumbled on the walled coPse. On the othet

hand, turning my face toward these ptocesses, looking hard at the hidclen sPâces frÕtrì

which I created The Stone Crown, seemed to have the opposite effect: new charactets
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were creâted; old characters statted acting'out of chatactet'; dialogue began to seem

stilted-the'green mân' wâs running amok.

The following is one of a number of examples of how these exegetical processes

began to infilttate the text of the novel. I had been working orr 
^fl 

unchanged

passage ftom an eatlier dtaft in which I was endeavouring to manoeuvle the

character of Lawrence McCrossan into a more complex relationship in which the

father, Ofman McCtossan, could blame the son fot the disappearance of the

wooden frgure. This entailed having Lawrence McCrossan leave the spinney and

then return: 'pmlyn] heatd the muffled outbreak of cursing . . . and McCrossan

came crashing back through the wood' flüTalket Stone 50). As I wtote this the idea of

my father as 'green man' câme ctashing in alongside the figure of McCtossan yet

agatn.

Landscape and location wâs also affected. On a conscious level I had already

vividly conjured from childhood memories several key pub scenes where the weight

of the McCrossans came to bear on Emlyn and Maxine. Some of the mote ctitical

action stems ftom just such locations and interactions, which is hardly surprising

glven my fathet's focus. So gteat was the impact of my 'gteen man' revelation that I

thought seriously, if somewhat fleetingly, about changing the name of the pub to

'The Green Man'. Subsequent teseatch showed, howevef, that it was mostly

English public houses that cxrred that name ând, as I could find none in Scotland,

the issue slipped away.

As stated in Chaptet Two, I ha;d akeady tecognised my creation of a DarkAges

Medin and Arthru as 'a kind of surtogate fathet son relationship', one that allowed

me 'an unconscious entfy point into my ov/n issues'. Added to this was the

knowledge that my fathet's t:oskiness', his telease of his 'green man' thlough ddnk,

corresponded to my disappearance into the wood of creativity. Here he was, first as
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Atthut, then as Merlin, and finally as the Oak God, stepping ftom the unconscious

wofkings of the novel into the :-:a;ttonù znd analyljrcal arena of the exegesis. A

journal entry notes this unholy trinity as:

Medin,,\rthut and Dad = M-A-D. \Øhich is what I feel like, battling this

bloody exegesis. Angry! Atgry about how at each tutn it intetfetes (on some

profound level) with the novel, thtows into statk telief issues that I'm wotking
through artisticaþ. Argry about how this infotmation seems to bleed into
everything, cont¿minating the whole with my father's more litetal 

^PPe 
r^nce.

(.!lalker: joutnal entry n.p.n)

Exegetical stress continued to insinuate itself into decision making that involved

the novel. In draft five I had situated the chess club upstairs at The Ctown in ordet

to solve the problem of how Emlyn and Max could hoodwink the McCrossans.

The question now ârose as to whether the chess figutes wete not only z clever plot

device but also a double metaphot? Did my chess-like shifting of charactets and

plot (a common enough wdting ptactice) correspond directly to the exegetical

exposure of what had pteviously been unconscious processes? Did it matter? Or

was I thinking too hard about everything. The infiltation of the exegesis had so

peftubed my writing environment that even wdting dialogue, which pteviously I

had always found relatively easy, became a chote.

When wdting fiction I let myself sink down with my mind's eye into the

irnagtnary landscape (a very different scenatio ftom wdting academic Pfose as

outlined in the stylistic compadson ir -y Introduction), populating this wodd with

figures that then speak to one anothet. I hear theit dialogus-¡þs chatactets literally

hold a conversation in my þs2d-2¡d often I let them talk through the action as

this frequently pulls up an emotional ditection that I find usefi.rl. Below, in the

scene where Emlyn is confronted by the McCt<-¡ss¿ns on tl e batks of the ftozen
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Yeave, is another example of how such mimetic intrusion interfered with my

cteative writing process. ,\n eatlier dtaft read thus:

'Oh my, we've all the ânswers, have we not? \Øhat happened between your
fatlner and me,' said the old man. 'That what this is all about, eh?'

You cutsed him,' shouted Emþ. You killed Digget''
Ol'man McCrossan jerked his thumb at the dder' 'Cutsed - sung - you

think the like of this'n give a monkey's?' He replaced the carvjtngin the tin
and closed it; the dder temained. flWalketl. early dl:;ft Ston)

\X/hile the finat dtaft of my novel submitted for my doctorate teads

'The lad srill doesn'a ken what happened that day up at the spinney with
his father and Willie Musgtave,' said Ol'man McCrossan.'Thatwhat this is all

about, eh?'

You cursed him. You put somethiflg on him and 
-and 

he wasn't the

same aflymofe.'
'He sung him,' said the son. 'Sung away his memofy. Cold it was, like this.

But he wasn'â like all the othet kids, he was different, a dreamet, and my

ringog 
-we||, 

it sung him into the dream that is the horsemen and he never

teally came out.' flX/alker Stone 231)

The changes here are subtle and probably have no patticular resonance for the

majority of readets. But for me there is a wodd of difference. Apart ftom the

delicate shift in language from 'your fathet and me' to 'his father and lü/illie

Musgtave', there is the latget issue of the emergefrce of a new chatactet

'$Øillie Musgtave wâs riot in earlier dtafts. He came to the fote as draft fout

moved into five. He was my way of softening the McCtossans, who I had begun to

see, primarily as a tesult of too much 'exergising' ," a" u kind of exaggetated

composite of my fzther. And while the insetion of the Musgrave charactet

tt The temptation to use this made up wotd was ittesistible.
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probably eased my guilt atound writing my fathet, his inclusion complicated an

zkeady tortuous plotline. 1'

The delicate balance between author and chatacters was also upset. The chief

example here is that of Medin 
^s 

fl^ftator.. His ventriloquising affect was so

powerfrrl that, while editing fot my litetary âgent, I changed Medin's disembodied

voice to that of Cei, Atthur's seneschal in the romârtce version of the Matter of

Bdtain (a change that will stand in the published vetsion). Medin now became a

shadowy figure, talked about ratllet than addtessing the reader directly. I felt this

was necessary, because as the voice is in the fitst person and ptesent tense, I was (as

I will show a little later in this chaptet in relation to Alan Gatnet's brief psychosis

dudng the filming of The Owl Senic) somewhat unnerved to be speaking my fathet

speaking back to me.

Examples of how the exegesis intetfeted with the novel, while not numerous, are

there in suffi.cient number that they had a cumulative and contaminative effect. Not the

least of these was a kind of wdter's block.13 Like Fowles, I have a similatly intuitive

lesponse to my work and to the tetm writet's block, an Amedcanism that he abhored

(Singh in Vipond 91-92), believing, like him, that time and space within the making of a

work, what he called his 'doldrums', is as impoftant as those times when 'the wind is

thete' (I.{oth in Vipond 52). But with the exegesis citcling, blockages ftom its ovet-

analyttcal approach fed into the novel. \Øhereas previously, 
^ny 

pateîta'l issues I was

dealing with were coming through unconsciously in the contemporary act)on, mostly via

Max and Emlyn's problems and the McCrossan family's response to them, and while such

12 Interestingly, Musgtave is my father's middle name and also that of a Botdet Reiver

family. Later,my literary agent suggested that Willie Musgtave be decommissioned and

he does r'ot appear in the published version'
tt Orr. of the reasons I find I am not usuaþ subject to writet's block is that I have

several projects running concurently. The doctoral thesis doesn't allow fot that; once

the exegesis is in train, one feels obliged to move on it at every spafe opportunity.
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fictional problems were not my own and had been imaginatively fabricated to suit the

story, they still resonated with my petsonal history. But, as the shift of charactet ftom

Medin to Cei suggests, this might not have been the case with the disembodied voice.

Outside psychic zndparanormal circles, the dead do not speak. But hete I was, having a

creative discussion with my now dead father around his lack of parenting, the immediate

effect of which was to plunge my critical faculties into the unconscious heart of the novel.

I knew that unlike the mythic Afihur, he was not coming back as untesolved issues

remain unresolved and it is no longet possible to coflvetse with him. The parallels are

obvious. I¡ The Stone Crown Emlyn's father is absent in all but body, whle Maxine's is

pracicalTy invisible to her untl the conclusion. But hete is the difference. Sometimes rn

wdtìng it is usefril to disregard the thematic elements, to þote them, pretend that they

are not there. I did not need to know that 'Atthut's my fathet' in the same way that I

know the gtammatical sftucture of subject-vetb-object phtase 'Bob's yout uncle'.14

Thete are inherent dangers involved in the dismantling, in the 'bteeching' of-âs

Maxine does in ¡þs ¡er¡sl-such mental walls, not the least of which is our relatronship

to time. Alan Gamer descdbes this leaking ot bteeching process in his essay 'Innet

Time', whete he talks about how he became mentâlly untavelled dudng the frlming of

The Owl Seruice and subsequently had to seek ptofessional help (Voice 106-125). Gatner's

issue was one of time, of tense in actual fact, as I will show shottly (1'72), for tjme in the

gteenwood-whether it is the gteenwood of the writer's ot teadet's imagination-

operâtes differently. On this subject Fowles is eloquent:

\X/ith one or two exceptions-the Essex matshlands,,\tctic ¡ufld¡¿-l þ¿vs

always loathed flat andtreeless country. Time thete seems to dominate, it ticks

remorselessly like a clock. But trees watp time, ot tathet cte te av^riety of times:

here dense and abrupt, thete calm and 5i¡1¡e1¡5-nevet plodding, mechanical,

ta Th. original or working title of this exegesis was 'Bob May Be Your Uncle, but

Ârthur's Not My Father ... Or is He? Memorf, Myth and the Exegetical Ptocess.'
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inescapably monotonous. I still feel this âs soofr as I entet one of the countless

secfet little woods in the Devon-Dotset border countfy where I now live; it is
almost like leaving land to go into watef, another medium, anothet dimension.

\Øhen I was younget, this sensation was acute. Slinking into ttees was always

slinking into heaven. (Tree 77)

Slinking into abook is a luxury I relish. Wdting, on the othet hand, is more akin to

Maloufs process of submersion, although at times it seems almost like drowning: one

has to go down into memory zndintemal spaces as vivid sometimes as the teal. As an

analogy of reading, particulady for the avid teenage teadet Gamet spoke of earliet

(although our electrori.rlly sawy youngsters ate in danger of losing this), Fowles's

description of the wood cannot be betteted. -,A.nd if the physical landscape can have

such an effect, what of the imaginative landscape? In talking about his experience of

psychosis, Garner relates his thetapist's apptoach and his subsequent tealisation:

Bill l7adswotth's . . . question was simple, but its implications afe so gteat that I
have had to make this two-fold approach ... in ordet to link the petsonal to the

universal relevancy. Bill had asked: \/as The Owl Seraice wtitten in the pâst tense

and the third person ot in the ptesent and the fust?' It had been wdtten in the

past tense and the third person. Although thete was a lot of dialogue, it was all

observed,'he said' and 'she said', safely at a distance.

The ctucial point is that an author's chatactets arc all. to some degtee autobio-

gtaphical and the time of a film or aplay is Now; dangerous as it ever was. The

distance has gone. (Voice 11'2)

Such are the dangers urithin the metaphoricalwood for acreaive mind thatwishes to

go beyond the merely formulaic, fot Garner, like his contemPorary,'William Mayne, 'has a

reputation, not wholly uneatned, for diffi.culty, fot [addtessing] the frrll tange of human

concerns, and any simplicity in theit sttategies for doing so is deceptive.' (Ciute 387) Like

Gatnet, I believe that to fail to provide anything less is to let down not only one's

readership, but also oneself.
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In wtiting The Stone Crown I was intent on avoiding the clichéd or fotmula-based

approach that canbe found in the fantasy g.nte.tt To do s it seemed to me that I must

play with time and space, not only literaþ by using these motifs within the wotk, but

also by engaging with that delicate contïact between author and public that is fulfilled

when zs a readet one is drawn mitaculously into the nar'atfve. This effect is not

exclusive to the fantasy genre; rather it is something all good litetature does. Flowevet,

fantasy quite often touches on those areas that realism,to by its very nature, is unable to

deal with, such as temporal and spatial anomalies.

Space and time, along with the latter's darket cousin death, have pteoccupied the

human imagination from the moment we began to cornmunicate. In scientific teltns

they are a mystery cosmologists and quantum theodsts have been putsuing since

Einstein tewrote Newtonian physics. In litetatute , magic, the supernatutal and the

fantastic can be seen as fictional gateways, releasing us ftom out earthly bonds and

plungrng us into wodds not dissimilat ftom that of Stephen Hawking when he says,

'[t]he laws of science do not distinguish between the past and the futute' or between the

'forward and backward directions of time' (Hawking 144;152). One only has to think of

I(afka's gigantic beetle ot the infinite labyrinths and libtades of Borges.

Flowever, mâgrc and the supetnatutal are genetally see in antithesis to science. But

if Heisenberg's uncertainty pdnciple (1927) and Schrödinger's cat (1935) have taught us

anything it is that the Linnean system fot boxing everything up does not always wotk as

well as we might expect in an infinitely complex univetse. In quantum indetetminacy, ot

the observer's patadox, the observation ot measurement itself affects an outcome, so

that it can never be known what that outcome would have been if it were not observed,

tt ìøhi.h is not to say such elements âfe totally absent from the novel.
tu Becarrr. Magic Realism is often confused with fantasy and the fantastic, a quick

differentiation between it and 'realism' seems appropriate. \Øhile using the real world as

its backdrop, the supernatural orpaLrarror:mal elements of Magic Realism ate not

explained by eithet tlne rral::atot or the chatactets. (Chanady 16;23)
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â point I brought up earlier when I asked the question 'whethet The Stone Crown would

have been a better or a worse novel?' without the exegesis. However, in litetatute, in our

imaginations, this paradox,like the paradox of Schrödingef's cat, ceases to be

problematic; we âre like Russell Hoban's eponymous hero, capable of being both wave

and patticle simultaneously.

Pilgermann here. I call myself Pilgetmann, it's a convenience. \What my name was

when I was walking atound in the shape of a man I don't know, I simply can't

femembef. ìØhat I am now is waves and particles, I don't need to walk atound, I
just go. (Pilgerrzann 11)

Any number of hterary devices-compression, ellipses, flashbacks, flash-forwatds,

pauses, repetition-âre open to the tealist novelist in terms of otdering time, but, as

Attebery suggests, rather. than simply ordering time thtough standatd \terary devices,

the fantasy author, along with M^S. Realism and the litetatute of the fantast)c, can

distupt 'time at the level of the story':

Time itself may be described as jumping pausing, tepeating, ot looping back on

itself as a result of maglcal operations. Thete is even a ptecedent fot distottion of
time in folk naratives, which often portray time in Elfland as r-unning at a

diffetent r^te. . . (Strategies 55-56)

Attebery goes on to suggest that '[t]he impossible in fantasy is generally codified' but

that '[o]nce admitted to the fi.ctional wotld , .. works to redefine everything else' (55)

In paticular, the magical code allows the authot to send messâges about nanatfve

sequence, about chatacte4 and about the ontological status of nauattve

statements, ot, in other wofds, about the boundary between the fictional and the

real. (55)

Generally speaking, literary mag¡c is seen as eithet altering time or space or both,

with the former being flagged as temporal distuption, while the lattet inevitably involves
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spatial dislocation in the form of matter being tearanged or relocated. Thete is a link

between Biodeuwedd, being made ftom flowers, (Garner Owl 82) and the chatacter of

Ârthur tn The Storue Crown: he too is given his power by a magician but does not ask for

it; he too is imptisoned and punished fot his innocent involvemeírt. In Garner's novel,

as in mine, the ptesent is punctured ot penetrated by time past, somethiflg that we know

in the real wodd to be impossible, although currerìt thinking in quantum physics does

not deny the possibility of travelling back to the past. At the present moment, however,

we must rely on fictional narratives to achieve this. Time in Huw Halfbacon's world is

very different from that of the three teenage protâgonists, as the following passage

shows [my italics]:

'All right,' said Roget. 'I'll buy it. \Øhy âre you called Halfbacon?'

Ne are very short of meat in the vùley, old time,' said Huw. ',\nd thete is e-man

in the next valley. He has some pigs. Bwt he is not lettinganyone have them.'

'So what did you do?'

'I go to him and I askhim to let me lake the pigs in exchange fot what I will
give him.'

'Fù enough,' said Roger. 'Did he agee?'

Yes.'
'Ând you took the pigs, and that's how you got yout nickname.'
Yes.' Huw laughed. 'I am rrickinghim lovely.'
lWhat did you give him fot the pigs?'

'Twelve fine hotses,' said Huw. qWith gold saddles and gold bddles! And
twelve champion gteyhounds, with gold collats and gold leashes!'

Huw staggered with his laughtet.
You did that swap fot a few greâsy pigs?' said Roger.

Huw cackled, showing his teeth, and grabbed Roger's atm fot suPport.

You'ïe mâd,' said Roget. You're mad. You'te really mad.'

'No, flo,' said Huw. He wiped his eyes. 'I an trickinghtrnl'
'Then I'm mad,' said Roget. 'Mad fot listening to you.'
'No, no,' said Huw. You see-them gteyhounds, and the hotses, and the

trappings and all-I was makingthem out of toadstools.' (Owl 53-54)

Just as there was danger for those involved in the myth of Blodeuwedd, so too thete rs

for the writer. Halfbacon does not use the past tense, 'gave'; tathet he uses variants of

the present; in particular the continuous present tense'
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The toadstools passage, with its di-tect reference to the stallions, the geyhounds and

the swine in the Mabinogion (68), would be easiet to dismiss, along'urith much of the

book, as simply a fantasy writer's fu"fuuy joutney cteated for the edification of

chìldren, if it was not fot Garner's aheady mentioned bout of mental illness btought on

by his involvement with the filrning of The Owl Service for television two years after

publication. Paul Hardwick argues that it is precisely these 'autobiogtaphical resonances

that caused such problems for Gatner when The Owl Service was brought ftom the safe

past tense into the dangerous Now by frlming' (Hatdwick 27). He also suggests that it

has precisely that energy, the dangetous patadox of tense and time Gatnet experienced,

which enable the reader's 'creative patticþation' and that in fashioning'the expedence

of the 1s¿ds1-¡þey have to be ttue to the danger of adolescence itself (27). Fowles

appears to back this up, saying:

for the ... simple truth is that cteating anothet wodd, howevet impetfectly, is a

haunting, isolating, and guilt-ridden experience very similat indeed to the cteating

of a'real'petspective on the actuaLwotld that every child must undettake.

(Il/orrnholes 737)

As I said i^ -y Foreword, this was a jowney I wanted to andertake with my father. If

the exegesis has done anything, it has, as Attebery suggested eatliet, broken down 'tlre

boundary between the fictional and the reaY.Perhaps for some writers and authors like

myself the truth of the novel is in someway a self-ttuth; one, âs Malouf says, that stems

perhaps from a forgotten or repressed childhood-that 'single space'. It is tempting

here to equate that 'single place' with the singularþ of quantum physics, fot while such

blank spaces on the map cân be apptoached and citcled thete is always the danger that

one will cfoss âft unseen boundary, approach too closely, and plunge the psyche into

crisis, à laGatnet. Or, as is in tny case, profoundly shake those irltuitive too[s, the

'supportive multiplicrty' beneath the 'confusion of daily experience' from where, as

Í
{l
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William Golding would have it, the writet emerges from the 'maglcal_ atea of his own

intuitions' and, with the appropdate scaffolding in place, clambets onto the 'suppottive

machinery of ... story' (MouingTarget 1'98).

Pethaps Fowles, Garnet and Goldingørre 
^ 

little too oid fashioned in theit thinking

about art arrd the value of att in a postrnodetn wodd. Flowever, as a wtitet in mid-

stïeâm, wrestling the exegetical process, I find myself siding with Golding's 'bumbling

üuth' (1.97) andwith Alan Richardson's notions of the 'dynamic chjld' in his essay

'Romanticism and the End of Childhood':

If the ingenuous, questing, unþe, emotive, dynamic child of the Romantics has

lost its power to move us, we may well have lost more in teffis of cultutal Power
than we think to have gained in tetms of critical sophistication. (Richardson in
McGavran3T)

After all, íf I amwriting for young-adults, who ate crossing their own rcahty bridge

from chldhood to adulthood, it seems only fair to plumb the depths of my psyche and

dtedge up something honest; to write 'dynamic' charactets that 'move' the teader. But to

do so requir ed a certatn emotional and intellectual sleight-of-hand as I approached long

buded issues and hidden agendas, fot if childten's wtiting requites anythlng it is the auta

of magic, something elusive, unâttainable andpandoxical that must stem ftom the

author. And if, as Fowles would have it, the literary wood is analogous to the human

psyche and the wdting process, then mental time, as Gatnet puts it, operâtes outside the

stricture of either analogue or digital modalities (Voice 106-125). Time in literature, in

much tlre same way as time in memory or the elf wood, is a fluid consüuction and the

traditional fa:r-y tale opening of 'Once Upon a Time' flags this. As Attebery suggests,

such time-honouted openings also indicate:
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iì|'the importance of time itself in fantasy. Nartative is language's way of explodng

time; it enables us to give shape and meaning to time in somewhat the same way

architecture orders space. The litetary conventiofr we call story is our way of
establishing imaginative control over time, and so is the fundamental vehicle for
artistry within nartattve discourse. (53)

Few of us have power over our childhood experiences and, when we do, it is generally

limited. Any power we do have comes later. andin various fotms: the reftieval of memory;

the rose-tinted view; the delibetate artifi.ce of teconsttuction; or the unconscious

reorganisation of personal history. Cettain forms of at fall. into the latter two categories.

The act of writing caries us deep within those personal woods, and yet to ascdbe to the

notion that everything encountffed thete is charted and safe is to suggest that Bedlam

was metely a day-care facthty.

During a.parttcriraÃy emotionally tough period, well befote I embarked upon eithet

doctorate or novel, I was talking to my psychiattist friend-she of the lagades of the

human mind'in Chapter Two-u/ho said people v¡ith an abusive backgtound needed to

find the positive aspects in that landscape and, after listening to my story, handed me

'The Country of the Mind' fuomBarry Lopez's Arctic Dreams: Imagination and Desire in a

Norrhern I-^andsc@e. Lopez walks slowly ovet what at fust he describes as the flat znd

fearureless te:rrzin of Pingok Island (70o35' N and 1,49"35'ì0. No ftees: no landmarks:

nothing for the European or Westetn eye to discem as different in this seemingly

'impovedsh ed' (228) landscape. Slowly, over mâny months, Lopez's Perception changes

and he sees the divetsity and beauty in numetous small, and to out over-stimulated eyes,

insignificant details: 'the chitinous shell of an insect'; 'hoofpdnts of caribou'; 'the skull of

a dnged seal caried hundreds of yards inland by ice' (227 -8). The patable was not lost on

me and changed how I thought about my childhood and my father; my psychiatrist friend

had, without spelling it out, allowed me to see that even within such a baren landscape

there are highlights, points of colour and depth that the unâware eye may not see. MoÍe
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't
Þ.impotantly, however, Lopez's prose emphasises the impottance of mental landscapes

and how the western taionalmind, with its stroflg scientific leanings, catalogues both

famitar and unfamiliar tertain. Hete he descdbes how a group of British ship's officers

from amapping expedition dtaw on the local knowledge of the Inuit people.

fihtee or four Eskimo men drew a map for them in the sand. The young officers

found the drawing exotic and engaging, but almost too developed, too theatrical. I
can imagine the Eskimos drawing 

^ 
m^p they meant not to be taken strictly as a

navigational aid, but as a recapitr.rlation of theit place in the known universe.

Therefore, as they placed a line of stones to represent a mountain range and dtew

in the trend of the coast, they included also small, seemingly insþificant bays

where it was especially good to hunt geese, or tapped a section of a ttver whete the

special requirements fot sheefish spawning wefe pfesent. This was the map as

mnemonic device, organizing the names of the places and the stoties attached to

them, three ot fout men unfolding their meaning and putpose before the young

officers. They did not know what to leaue oatþr these impatienr men. ltYly italics] There

was no way for them to sepâfate the stoties, the indþenous philosophy, ftom the

lar.d. Q66-67)

My father was an extraordinatily impatient mân. Watching him surface ftom the

unconscious levels of the novel into the mote tational areas of writing, such as editing,

ptotting and restructuring, caused some confusion. Like the Inuit men, I no longer ttusted

my intuition, no longer knew'what to leave out'.

Each of us has an i¡digenous landscape: that of childhood. \)Øhile it may appeat fixed,

static, as stodes are told and retold, shaping its contouts and etching deep ttails across its

tegain,it is not static or fixed, but, Iike the natutal wotld, fluid and changeable undet the

geological and meteorological effects of time and memory. Such shaping is rather akin to

explotation. As a writer digs deeper into memor/, seeking the blank areâs on the map,

things open up, sometimes painfully. But, like Lopez's description of the \ùØestern-Inuit

encounter, some inexplicable tettitory will remain undiscoveted, þing between or beyond

the emotions and the intellect. Both intellect and emotion shaped my novel; both citcle

the 'gap' ot 'gaps' in the self that I can never reach or know.
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Things struggle ftee of the unconscious, âs our night joutneys attest: there are

pâttefns th^tmary not be recognisable to the wdtet at fust or possibly ever. These issues

surface as we work around those themes, both fictional and autobiogtaphical, that out

unconscious urges us to deal with. The line between fiction and uuth is often a blutry

one; it shifts according to individual petspective, as sibling challenges to autobiogtaphical

memory attests. Nowadays, I am more than happy to be off with the fairies: what was the

daydteaming boy, stadng out of the classtoom window, is now legitimised in the wdter

seeking a.p^ththrough the mental greenwood. \What happened in out family cannot be

changed, but what has changed is my petception and, on a mofe fundamental and

gnconscious level, a shift has taken place that I suspect is ditectly linked to the novel's

exlstence.

And now the exegesis exists too.

I cannot say that it has been 
^fl 

e sy row to hoe. It has intetfeted with the ptocess

that was the novel, while at the same time allowing insight that would have been

unforthcoming without the steady pressure it exetted. It is as AIan Garner suggests: the

'pdme materr^I of afiis paradox' and 'that paradox links two valid yet mutually exclusive

systems that we need if we 
^r.e 

to comptehen d arry rczhty . . , intuition and analylúczl

thought' (Voice 40-41). For all his acerbic spleen on the subiect of institutionalised

textual analysis, in speaking of the divide and the dialogue between the teaching

ptofessions and certain authors, Gamet is frnaþ magnanimous:

There are differences between us. It may be that the purely academic mind wül

always be wary of the eclectic, deeply otdered chaos of the maket, and that artists

wül always and instinctively resist the scholat's quest fot the finite answer; so orlr

attitudes to literature will not be the same. Yet thtough litetatute we shate the

same pufpose.
rWhether alone in the classroom, ot alone in the study, we wotþ through books

and language, towatds the one encl: t<-¡ bdng about the future. (104-5)
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The future Garner describes is very much his petsonal vision. He states his duty 'is first

to the text', because a 'writer is, by writing, above all making a clum fot excellence.'

In working the language, as 
^ 

fatmetworks the land, we seek to strengthen it
against abuse, to pfotect it against decay, to encoufage it towards gtowth. 'VØe

hãp. to leave the language bettet for our wtiting... Yet, at the end, there is always

somebody, an unknowable "you", whom [we] wish to teach. And, fot that

contact, [we] ate responsible. (84)

I have used the petsonal pfonoun 'we', instead of Garnet's original 'I', because his

ptoposed literary future seems insepatable from a futute that allows and encoutages all

children and teenagers to exercise their imaginations and, hopefirlly, their own creativity.

I have a naive belief in the powet of language znd nalr.aldve and although I could be

accused of being elitist (like Alan Garner), I believe thete is a 'spiritual obligation' on the

patt of writets to 'root out the teductive', 'seek excellence', and'pursue the numinous'

(3a), And if such pursuit requires the illogical øpptoach of entering the gteen depth of

the wood and taking the unchafted path, then so be it.
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Occlusion

'Everywhete you go you always take the weathet with you.'

lYo o dface Ctowded House



At this junctute, a conclusion seems inappropdate insomuchTu, it i. suggestive of

endings or resolution, of a summing up; it has quasi-philosophical and academic

connotations. For me writing is a very open-ended affav: books run one into the other;

texts speak orle to the other; endings can be beginnings ot vice versa. On the other

hand, to occlude is to stop up or blocþ and thetefore hints at the possibility of leakage.

Flowever, it is with the meteorological meaning, whete a cold ftont catches up with a

warm front, thatl ammoïe concerned. \X/eathet car7, when it tums its hand against us as

hurricane Lãtrtnaproved, be seen as the ultimate î^tvralphenomenon.

My interest in nature and the focus on nztwallandscapes it -y writing seem to

point up the appeal of the 'occlusion' metaphor. I have been at pains to find writers fot

whom the emotional, intuitive and irrational aspects of theit art, particulatly those

processes we call creative, cannot simply be subsumed vrithin the tational and the

intellectual. But, in terms of the exegesis, my meteorological analogy pethaps needs

spelling out. The cold ftont catches up with the watm front. Dudng this ptocess the

intellect ambushes the emotions, which have been mote than hrPpy to þote what

some readers may see as all too obvious. You're writing about your fathet. Änd all hell

breaks loose.
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Throughout his essay The Trce,John FowleslT is at pains to point up the

unapproachable mystery of natute and woods as a metaphot fot the creative experience.

Is he perhaps hinting at the indecipherable natute of natute, of which weather, in all its

unpredictability, is the foremost example? The weather of the soul is no diffetent. We

seek happy endings, in life as much as in books, that is the child within us, but tately do

they remain static, l:Lely can they be held ofl to. -And there ate pleasutes that go beyond

the happy ending, as John Fowles suggests:

ff]here is something in the hrppy ending that tesolves not only the story, but the

need to embark on other stories. If the wtitet's sectet and deepest joy is to seatch

for the furecoverable experience, the ending that announces that the attempt has

once again failed may well seem the mote satisS'ing' (I[/ormholes 1'44)

Both the ending of this exegesis and of The Stone Crown are,in some way, the same: they

point to the irreconcilability of certain aspects of the human psyche; to an unknown

destination.

A book is made up of many beginnings and endings: phrases, sentences, pangrzphs,

chapters, sections, even sequels. But endings are matks in the sand: they wül wash away in

another tide. As readers we draw them as much as the authot did. Yet we wish to be told

a story, and a story we will have, even in the most marginalised and experimsn¡¿| ¡s)ft-

why? Because we are creatutes of nrttttve and we wili make sense of those pattetns that

are presented to us. But for the writet the subtlet underþing Patterns do not necessadly

expose themselves. These unconscious elements ate held together by ploq

chatacterisaion, nattative technique-all the usual suspects in a wtitet's arsenal-v/hile

the unconscious elements âre precisely that area into which I do not v¡ish to joumey.

tt It was with some sadness that I leamt ofJohn Fowles's death dudng thc latct stages

of re-dtafting the exegesis. Through The Tree I had developed a telationship, a

commonality of understanding that his fiction had not btought forth. It was a little like

heating of the demise of a long-lost ftiend.
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Like many writers I often statt with an image ot a voice. lffhether that voice or image

gets legs and ups and runs or whether it is stillborn is a mystery. Some things go the

distance, some do not. I am loathe to intetfere with that pfocess on too conscious a levei.

As Russell Hoban says in his acknowledgments page fot Pilgerrnann:

NddleltlWalkerleftme in 
^pIzLce 

where thete was futther action pending and this

further action was waiting for the element that would ptecipitate it into the time

and place of its own story. (n.p.n.)

Riddley lØalker is a 'connexion mân', a dddle-master walking â post-apocalyptic

landscape, catrytnghis 'fit up', a pottable glove-puppet show not unlike Punch andJudy,

from community to community. In a world whete books have ceased to exist, he is a

teller of tales, a showman, tryi.g to make sense of the wotld for his audience. Hoban

creates his own mythology for 'Inland' the landscape, for it cannot be called a country,

which Riddley walks, although much of its powet for me tesides in the fact that Hoban's

map of Inland is based on l(ent. It is a powetfirl myth, one in which the degtaded

inhabitants of Inland try and make sense of the garbled histor/, science and technology

that has been handed down over millennia since the'Bad Time' (Riddlel Il/alker 44).

Riddtey trusts the landscape he walks thtough with an almost fatalisuc doggedness, and at

one point when he is over-intellectualising his chances for survival and outguessing his

opponents, he is quickly shown the futility of this by a new found companion:

He said, 'Im lissening enn I.'
I said, Youwl lissen us nght in to Grabs your r\unty in a minim if we keap on

walking dont you have nothing in mynd?'
He said, 'I dont know tìl I get thete do I. Youte ali ways worrying your self with

little myndy askings. Dont you know if you keap gettingahead of your self youwl
jus only fall ovet your self when you get to whete youre going?' (94)
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Floban's apocaþtic dialogue bdngs me in 'mynd' of the dangers of the exegetical

pfocess, the chance of tripping ovef ofle's feet, of gettìng ahead of the story. ,A.s a

chatactet,Riddley is almost as close âs one can come to Fowles's notion of 'keraanos'or

hazard (Il/orrzholes 347), ricocheting, as he does, from one disastet to anothet, and yet

undet Hoban's masterfrrl hand he also embodies those elements of Jungian synchtonicity,

of being in the dght place at the right time, that makes this novel for me so powerfi.rlly

patadoxical.

It was only during the writing of this exegesis that I made a connection within

Floban's novel that I had not seen before. Both 'Drop Joho' and'Punch', two of the

puppet characters Riddley manipulates, have something in common with my fathet. His

childhood nickname was Punch and, although his Christian nâme was Howatd, he was

often called John or Johnny because of our surname and its link to the Scottish distillery.

These connections, which would seem almost intangible to an outsider, zte an important

patt of how I conceive of the wotld, how I place myself within it, how I read the map of

self. My fatber was crucial in the l^y^g out of that map. I believe that what I am saying to

my father, to his memory andto myself, is that my chìldhood was as it was and it cannot

be undone. It is up to me to make sense of it as best I can and for some time that has

involved being creative, engaging memory and the imagination. \What I can do is tecteate

and repopulate those memories and tum them into fiction thtough the attistic impulse,

and in so doing ty and cte^te fiction that is hzlfway decent. The ftuth, howevet clouded,

remains, while the taratfve-one of the many possible natatives I hold vrithin me-

evolves and shifts, and my story becomes paft of a much larget mythic pfocess.

Floban's novel haunts my imagination. Fictionzlly rt is, to date, the singly most

influential book I have read. So I will end with a beginning; with Riddley Walker, a

teenâgef when teenagefs no longet exist, a boy on the cusp <-¡f m'¡rhood, a voice so
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marked, it is-and not only because of the language-one of the most distinctive

nartatfve voices I have come across

On my naming day when I come 12I gone front spear and kilt a wyld boat he

parbly ben the las wyld pig on the Bundel Downs any how thete hadnt ben none

for a long time befot him not I aint looking to see none agen. He dint make the

gtoun shake nor nothing like that when he come on to my speat he wernt all that

big plus he lookit poody. He done the teqwyrt he ternt and stood and clattert his

teef and made his tush and there we wer then. Him on 1 end of the sPear kicking

his life out and me on the other end watching him dy. I said, Yout tefn now my

ternlater.'The other spears gone in then and he wer dead and the steam coming up

off him in the rain and we all yelt, 'Offet!' (1)

I have not entirely worked out what I was doing, or even tried to do, in Tbe Stone

Crown, nor am I likely to. I am fafuly sure that I do not wânt that sott of insight. I think

that when you have complete conttol ovet something it dies ot is killed off. The creative

act thzt is a book is rather like Hoban's last wild boar at the beginnin g of Nddlry ll/alker-

an offedng. You hope there may be others, but you cân rlever be sute. It could always be

the last one.

All I can hope for is that for a few teaders the chatactets ftom my book will walk

with them a shott way. That my stories do not dry ,tP; that I can keep on putting them

down on paper and, to return to my eadier meteorologicalanalogy, that I continue to

circle the dead eye of the storm, the unteachable centre, and continue to record the

weather and landscape that constitute my sense of self as best I can. Some weeks are ftr.e

and glorious, and the hope-filled child steps forth, much like Mole on that spdng day in

Grahame's mind's-eye to follow his new found friend the dvet, ttotting'as one trots,

when very small, by the side of 
^ 

m^ltwho holds one spellbound by excitìng stoties'

(l%ind 4); others can seem as bleak as Riddley's tain-filled wotld:

Theres rains and rains. This 1 wet coming down in away as took the hart and hoap

out of you there wer a kind of brilyants in the gtey it wer too hard it wer too else it
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made you feal like all the tracks in the wotl wet out paths nor not a 1 to bring you

back. (67)

The dark wood is always there and we are always in its midst no matter the season,

stopping at this tree, turnin g zt tltat, moving on amid the chaos and change that is natufe,

both human and universal, choosing our path as best we can. My path thtough the wood

is that of the writer, and hopefully the artist, although the lattet is not fot me to judge. In

this I feel apørttctiar z;ffiruty withJohn Fowles and his notion of the attist, the writer,

'the individual experiencer, the "green man" hidden in the leaves of his ot her unþe and

once-only being' (Træ,47),who, in endeavouring to communicate that which is hidden in

the depths of the fotest, may well fail'

And yet, âs my pal Riddley says, 'Still I wunt have no other tncl{ Q1'4).
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Sources

The childhood verse that haunts Lawrence McCrossan as he climbs into the Land

Rover after they've burnt the figures is a re-working of the traditional 17th Century

'Two Rivers' taken from Arthur Quiller-Couch's The Oxford Book of English Verse

I 250-1 900:

Snvs Tweed to Till-
'What gars ye rin sae still?'
Says Till to Tweed-
'Though ye rin with speed

And I rin slaw,
For ae man that ye droon
I droon twa.'

(Anonymous)
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